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Abstract
The amount of products returned by consumers is rising and retailers want to shift the responsibility to the original equipment manufacturers (OEM). To handle these returns, OEMs are
trying to adopt circular business models to reuse products. After a promising start, resistance
against the change is growing and causing inertia. This research found that the growing resistance is due to multiple phases in this change and OEM’s failure to act accordingly. Currently,
the change is considered linear and all products are required to adapt to this transition equally,
while some products are unsuitable for this change. Actors related to unsuitable products are
slowing down the change, as it only has negative effects on their work. Therefore, OEMs should
distinguish between products to determine to what phase a specific product belongs, based on
objective criteria. This research provides these criteria based on both quantitative and qualitative
data. OEMs can use these insights to their advantage to reduce the effects of inertia and move
the transition towards a circular business model.
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Executive summary
Manufacturers that are dealing with increasing return quantities of consumer electronics require reverse logistic processes to handle these returns. With the current corporate pursue on
social responsibility, these returns are preferably reused high in the value chain. This requires
a transition from the current linear business model that focuses on pushing sales, to a circular
business model that benefits from reuse. OEMs try to set up these reuse processes, but are unable
to create a positive refund rate when reusing products high in the value chain. This results in
interrelated sub-problems like additional costs and organizational resistance, which makes it more
difficult to complete the transition. As a result, the focus moves towards lower forms of reuse that
are less complex and incur less costs, but also recoup less value. In order to make the transition
to a circular business model OEMs need to solve these complex problems.
In this research, the focus is on a refurbishment strategy that consists of processes to overhaul
products for the purpose of second use. This strategy reuses products high in the value chain
making it the preferred strategy. Transitions to include refurbishment are hard to implement
because they cause friction with the current linear processes causing inertia, preventing the adoption of this process. Failing to reuse returns will let other businesses take care of these returns
outside the control of the OEM. This can have a negative effect on the OEM due to price erosion,
cannibalization effect, and brand reputation. In essence, OEMs must overcome the inertia, since
the effects of failing to do so are potentially worse. Inertia in this transition tends to deviate from
known characteristics, the impression rises that an unknown source of inertia is active. Therefore,
it is important to understand the source of inertia in the quest to understand why manufacturers
are unable to adopt higher forms of reuse in the transition to circular business models. Therefore,
the focus of this research is on the source of inertia in the transition to a circular business model
by the use of a refurbishment process and provides guidelines to overcome it.
Inertia is not only present in the transition to circular business models, but in all organizations
with discontinuance change. The inability to overcome inertia and holding on to less effective
practices can be devastating for businesses as shown in the case of Polaroid (Tripsas and Gavetti,
2000). Thus, understanding why organizations are unable to overcome inertia in this transition
will add to the academic knowledge about inertia and stimulate organizations to adopt higher
forms of reuse. Therefore the following research questions are formulated:
How can original equipment manufacturers of consumer electronics overcome inertia and achieve successful incorporation of circular business models that recover
the most value of returns?
To answer the research question, two main discoveries are discussed: (1) the transition towards
a circular business model consists out of multiple phases, each with its own characteristics and
needs; (2) product groups have different requirements to make the transition and are spread over
the different phases. These phases deviate from the current understanding of the transition towards
a circular business model. To show the different phases of this transition a causal loop diagram
(CLD) is computed. The issue visualized by this model is that actors in the linear business model
do not directly financially benefit from reuse activities, which is hard to overcome in a cost driven
business model. A circular business model is a better fit with a reuse strategy, but will incur huge
delays to implement. It is important that feedback loop R2 is activated before the investments
in circularity are stopped and OEMs accept lower reuse options resulting from quick wins. Since
both loops are reinforcing, the manufacturer should invest sufficient resources for the duration of
the transition to reach the tipping point. Thereafter, the change is imminent and loop R2 will
become dominant. Manufacturers should focus on improving products that are naturally more
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Figure 1: General CLD
suitable for refurbishment, selected on an objective base of data and multidisciplinary assessment.
The more reuse of products, the more interesting it becomes to adopt a circular business model
for these products. The target is now directly on the circular business model, which deviates too
much from the linear model that is currently used. Therefore, the focus should also be on modular
designs, while durable designs to extend the life time of a product are a better fit for a circular
business model.
This research found implications that differences between independent silos due to different
product characteristics are the source of inertia. Each silo works independently and has different
needs, which relates to inertia in two ways. First, silos working in their own bubble miss the
effects changes have on other silos and these silos will resist to the proposed change. Second, success indicators keep product owners in the linear mindset. Changing them to pursue for example
a refurbishment strategy while their product is unsuitable for refurbishment, causing resistance
to the change. As a result, the organization stays on the current trajectory due to systematic
prevention for different actors to replace the incumbent system to the proposed alternative. This
does not related to known types of inertia and is named as system inertia. Instead of a general
strategy, manufacturers should make a refurbishment assessment for each product combined with
an investment assessment based on equations provided in this research. Knowing the cost, the
required resources and refurbish ability of a product can reveal resource or human types of inertia.
Likewise, it can prove that a refurbishment strategy is not currently possible for the specific article
group and could have negative effects. Consequently, business owners can proof they have a wellfounded reason to resist the adoption of a circular strategy for their domain. Failing to address
this causes systems inertia and can be misinterpreted as another form of inertia. This research
was unable to identify if system inertia is a separate type of inertia or a source of known types
of inertia. Even so, its effect is shown by inertial forces that are embedded in the organization’s
system, which is not defined by other types of inertia.
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Glossary
Overview of terms and abbreviations:
MAG: Main Article Group
CAT: Product category
BG: Business group
SKU: Stock keeping unit
RLE: Reverse logistics effectiveness, the effectiveness is measured by the amount of products
that come back in a good condition making them suitable for refurbishment.
RTP: Refurbishment third party, is the third party responsible for the refurbishment.
OEM: Original equipment manufacturer
B2B: Business to business
B2C: Business to consumer
BOM: Bill of material
Rfrb: Refurbishment Dam: Damaged
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Problem context

Manufacturers that are dealing with increasing return quantities of consumer electronics require
reverse logistic processes to handle these returns. With the current corporate pursue on social responsibility, these returns are preferably reused high in the value chain. This requires a transition
from the current linear business model that focuses on pushing sales, to a circular business model
that benefits from reuse. To appraise the worth of reuse activities, the value salvaged can be
compared to the additional cost to gain that value, which is defined by the refund rate. Until now
original equipment manufacturers (OEM) typically scrap returns since the costs associated with
scrapping are lower and it is hard to gain the benefits of recouping the return value of products
(Ketzenberg & Zuidwijk, 2009). This is the opposite of the ideal practise where products are reused
close to consumer, which is high in the value chain. OEMs try to set up these reuse processes,
but are unable to create a positive refund rate when reusing products high in the value chain.
This results in interrelated sub-problems like additional costs and organizational resistance, which
makes it more difficult to complete the transition. As a result, the focus moves towards lower forms
of reuse that are less complex and incur less costs, but also recoup less value. In order to make
the transition to a circular business model OEMs need to solve these complex problems, as only a
limited amount of manufacturers is able to create formal policies to implement reuse (Autry, 2005)
This research focuses an OEM that wants to adopt a high form of reuse by implementing a
refurbishment strategy, but is slipping into a recycling strategy due the complexities in this transition. The refurbishment strategy consists of processes to overhaul products for the purpose of
second use. This strategy reuses products high in the value chain making it the preferred strategy.
In B2C markets reuse-strategies like refurbishment happen on a small scale and are the most
complicated to accomplish (Stock et al., 2006). Transitions to include refurbishment are hard to
implement because they cause friction with the current linear processes. Actors that hold on to
the current processes might be responsible for this friction, which is a source of inertia and could
hinder the adoption of a refurbishment strategy. To circumvent inertia, OEMs choose a lower form
of reuse, like a recycling strategy, which can exist in parallel to the current processes. Recycling
converts returns into reusable materials by scrapping them. OEM’s decision to recycle is wasteful
for products that still hold value and are suitable for reuse. New or existing businesses will take
care of these returns by creating refurbishment processes and bring them on the market, outside
the control of the OEM on, for example, price and quality. This can have a negative effect on
the OEM due to price erosion, cannibalization effect, and brand reputation. In essence, OEMs
must overcome the inertia that is preventing the adoption of refurbishment processes, since the
effects of failing to do so are potentially worse. Therefore, the focus of this research is to reveal
the source of inertia in the transition to a circular business model and how to overcome inertia
when implementing a refurbishment process.
Research already shows which parameters exist for a refurbishment process and organizations
are already using this knowledge (for example Ketzenberg & Zuidwijk, 2009). This puts more
interest on the role of inertia in this transition. Sustainability relates to many employees, creating
an increased willingness to change and to allocate resources. Combining this intra-organizational
motivation with external pressures such as external stakeholders and laws should diminish the
effects of inertia. In this case study, the opposite appears to happen which does not comply with
The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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the current understanding of inertia. This research does not consider inertia as single construct,
but as a phenomenon consisting of multiple types of inertia that arise from different sources. This
relates to findings of Haag (2014). Underlying mechanics between two types of inertia stimulate
other types while addressing the identified type of inertia (Gilbert, 2005). Knowing that in this
transition signs of inertia emerge later in the transition, the impression rises that an unknown
type of inertia is active. Therefore, it is important to understand the role of inertia in the quest of
why manufacturers are unable to adopt higher forms of reuse in the transition to circular business
models.

1.2

Case description

To reveal the role of inertia, a case study is conducted in a specific OEM. The company selected that
fits this profile is a multinational OEM that has been recognized as one of the top companies for
sustainability performance in the global 2019 Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (Robeco, 2019). In
this paper, the focus is on the returns of consumer goods by consumers in the European domestic
appliances and personal health markets. To handle these returns, this OEM started a circular
economy project in Europe to make the transition towards a circular business model, but after
a promising start, initiatives stagnated. The ambition to change is present, but despite of top
management engagement, employee commitment to change, and resource allocation, antecedents
show inertia. In most cases, inertia relates to holding on to a proven system, but in this case actors
are actively looking for alternative systems. One of the hardest challenges in this transition is the
reuse of products that already have been touched by a consumer, while it also holds a key role as
most products return after being touched by consumers. This research examines this phenomenon
in a practical context and focuses on the source of inertia in the transition to circular business
models.

1.3

Research questions

OEMs push the transition from linear to circular business models, but fail to adopt it and focus
on less optimal forms of reuse. Therefore, it is important at the start of this transition that organizations can choose the best form of reuse for their business, which is currently not happening. By
understanding what the role of inertia is and why it is hard to overcome inertia in this transition
will help organizations in the pursuit of sustainability. The inability to overcome inertia and holding on to less effective practices can be devastating for businesses as shown in the case of Polaroid
(Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). Thus, understanding why organizations are unable to overcome inertia in this transition will add to the academic knowledge about inertia and stimulate organizations
to adopt higher forms of reuse. Therefore the following research questions are formulated:
How can original equipment manufacturers of consumer electronics overcome inertia and achieve successful incorporation of circular business models that recover
the most value of returns?
In this case study, the implementation of reuse activities developed problems over time. Understanding the start of complications will help understand why OEM are unable to fulfill the
transition. Next, there is a lot of research about adapting reverse logistics and circular supply
chains, knowing which methods are available might demonstrate limitations. Finally, the transition to a circular business model touches almost every facet of the business. A negative refund
rate is a disincentives for OEMs to pursue high forms of of reuse. Identifying the main factors
to improve the margin regained from returns, or refund rate, will help to make higher forms of
reuse economical attractive. To help answer the research question, the following sub-questions are
formulated:
• Why did the adoption of refurbishment encounter more resistance within the organization over
time?
2
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• What methods are used to make the transition from a linear business model to a circular
business model?
• What are the main factors that improve the refund rate of products that are refurbished?

1.4

Thesis structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. The next chapter discusses the position of
the current literature about both reverse logistics and inertia. In chapter 3, the method used in
this research and data collection is discussed. In chapter 4 a quantitative analysis is made of the
current situation of the case study under research. This analysis focuses on the reuse processes
before inertia became visible. In chapter 5 qualitative approach is used to built upon the findings
of the quantitative analysis to get a deeper understanding of the transition. This chapter focuses
on causal relations to understand when inertia became active, the results are discussed by the
hand of a causal loop diagram. This is followed by a post analysis in chapter 6 that discusses
the main challenges in this case to overcome inertia, following from quantitative data analysis
in chapter 4 and the causal loop diagram in chapter 5. The results of the chapters 4, 5 and 6
are generalized and discussed in chapter 7. This chapter also discusses limitations of this study
and provides recommendations for OEMs that are willing to become circular. Finally, in the last
chapter the research questions are answered and a conclusion is given.

The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background
2.1

Motivation for reuse activities

Most research focuses on exact methods for improvements in the return flow that are rarely
applicable in the real world, resulting in a big gap between theoretical solutions and successful
practical methods (Govindan et al., 2015). When switching from theory to practice, it follows
that many processes and business units are usually involved. Over time the implementation of
these reuse methods leads to inertia.
The financial view on returns mostly causes OEMs to focus on cost efficient methods such
as breaking returns down to recyclable materials (Neerman, 2019). Both low and high forms of
reuse are not considered economically attractive for all manufacturers (Guide & Van Wassenhove,
2001). Recycling is favorable for OEMs because it is cost efficient and does not harm the forward
supply chain, but the downside is that recycling destroys most of the salvage value return hold.
As a result, the return process focuses on cost reduction, making the value of a product when
returned to drop significantly. This complicates later implementation of higher forms of reuse,
since return value is too low. This can happen, for example, when the product gets damaged
during the shipment back to the OEM (Stock et al., 2006) or because a product is not designed
for refurbishment and can only be scrapped.
In the case of corporate social responsibility, it is unknown what exactly is required of OEMs.
They can a strategy that is close to their current process or completely different. This also
brings another classic dilemma of exploration and exploitation (March, 1991). To implement new
processes requires exploration activities, but organizations favor exploitation activities over exploration activities (Helfat et al., 2007). Without exploration activities, OEMs will stick to solution
close to their current processes. Stickiness to the institutional status quo and confirming existing
hypotheses can be more favorable than the emerging alternative or new hypothesis. Pursuing
sustainable goals requires exploration activities of organizations because it is a new phenomenon.
Only focusing on what is currently known limits the capabilities of organizations, especially when
the status quo becomes inefficient. Eventually, inertial forces hold the organization in the status
quo, which underlies organizational failure (Rumelt, 1995). Henceforth, it is essential to deal with
the belief of the organization that holds on to the status quo is essential, because it limits the
work towards a long term solution. To overcome inertia in the adoption of circular activities is
complex due to the fact that all current processes are interrelated and focused on the linear process. Meanwhile, the internal incentive for businesses to adopt circular activities is unclear.

2.2

Requirements for circularity

The transition towards circular processes is often related to environmental pressure and relates to
the change for the market as a whole. Although environmental pressure is commonly viewed as an
external factor (e.g. Tornzatzky & Fleicher 1990, Teo, Wei, & Benbasat, 2003), the magnitude of
its effect can be dependent on the subjective perceptions and interpretations of the decision maker.
A major change like circularity comes with many uncertainties and risks. Pointing towards, often
vague, external factors that are beyond the control of the organization can also be an excuse to
stay in the status quo. As a result, organizations tend to favor a post society strategy, where
they assume the market will find a solution for the returns (Wells & Seitz, 2005). Not taking
ownership of their own returns can have negative effects for OEMs. In a post society strategy,
The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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new businesses that solely focus on reuse will handle the returns and bring them on the market,
without control of the OEM on, for example, price and quality. This can have a negative effect
on the OEM due to price erosion, cannibalization effect, and brand reputation (Souza, 2012). In
essence, OEM must overcome inertia forces holding it in the status quo, since the effects of doing
nothing are potentially worse. Wells and Seitz (2005) named this post customer strategy and claim
it is the hardest to accomplish. Taleizadeh et al. (2019) discusses some scenarios to achieve higher
forms of reuse and found that contracting a third party, which is specialized in remanufacturing
is beneficial. Third parties are often specialists in processing product returns and provide higher
levels of efficiency and effectiveness. A risk regarding third parties is dependency on the actual
reuse processes and how this develops on long term. On the other hand, the use of third parties
prevent organizations to make a big transition themselves, while taking control of return process.
This is beneficial because a high perception of sunk costs and transition costs contribute to a
higher level of inertia (Polites & Karahanna, 2012). The use of a third party can, especially in the
initial phase, a solution for OEMs to adopt reuse processes.
Before setting up a reuse process, OEMs should make a distinction between returns as not all
returns hold the same value. Early returns are products that are still in their warranty period
when they return. These returns have the highest potential value and should be reused high in
the value chain (Krikke, et al., 2013), which is beneficial as long as additional costs add more
value and lead to higher margins. Consequently, OEMs should let go of focusing purely on cost
minimization. This will not apply to all OEMs or markets, but is beneficial when there is sufficient
margin and salvage value to weigh against the additional costs. Li et al. (2013) discussed that the
relation between return policies is mutual and complementary to the pricing strategy and quality
of the product. The best case is for retailers with high-margin products and/or high quality and
they should facilitate a low-transaction-cost return process (Altug & Aydinliyim, 2016; Li, Xu, &
Li, 2013). This research assumes that the relation holds when handling of returns is shifting from
retailers to OEMs. What is missing is the quantification of those terms, to indicate what margin
products should have. This assessment is more complex and without numbers, it comes down to
subjective decisions that feed inertia and prevent the adoption of reuse higher up the value chain.
Ideally, decisions solely based on objective numbers and facts, or guided by rigid and formal organizational structures can make the prevalence of inertia less likely. However, this information
is not available in the transition to a circular economy. In fact, it is still unknown which strategy
salvages the most value from returns. So far, research provided general approaches to increase the
return process by reducing recovery time, reducing market uncertainty, and reducing the return
rate (Ketzenberg & Zuidwijk, 2009). To summarise, methods to successfully implement circular
activities are known and with the existence of both external pressure and internal incentives to
adapt circularity, puts more emphasize on the role of inertia blocking this transition.

2.3

Role of inertia in adopting circular activities

Organizational inertia is originally defined in organization theory literature as “the inability to enact internal change in the face of significant external change” (Gilbert 2005, p. 741) and ergo, “the
strong persistence of existing form and function” (Rumelt 1995, p. 2). The stronger this persistence is, the harder it is to overcome inertia. For OEMs to become able to enact internal change
requires a roadmap to an alternative system and information to overcome inertial forces. The
external changes that might cause inertia can also be the opportunity to enable internal change
(Besson & Rowe, 2012). In spite of external changes encourages reuse by OEMs, the urge to make
adoptive decisions is missing. Relating to innovation implementation, organizational inertia can
be identified by the bias that actively supports non-adaptive decisions over adoptive ones (Kahila
& Penttinen, 2016). Thus, OEMs should stimulate actors to take adopt changes that favor reuse of
products. On the contrary, actors do have the willingness to become more sustainable and actively
focus on the adoption of new processes, but are often in parallel to the existing processes. The
main problems when implementing reuse strategies start when reuse processes affect the existing
6
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linear processes and thus actually influence the status quo. Although, organizational inertia often
relates to behavioral, cognitive, and affective components (Polites & Karahanna, 2012; Barnes et
al. 2004; Kahila & Penttinen, 2016; Ergün et al. 1999; Oreg 2003), they do not limit the existence
of other sources of inertia because they are hugely depended on the specific context (Polites &
Karahanna, 2012). Therefore, this study assumes that different sources of inertia relate to the context of the change, which differs from papers that discuss inertia only from one source like Gupta
et al. (2007) who only considers behavioral components. Haag (2014) supports this and found
significant relations between organizational inertia and first-order constructs, demonstrating that
apart from different sources there are also multiple types of inertia. Considering an organizational
wide transition from a linear to circular business model, a deep understanding of different types
of inertia and how they affect the change is discussed next.

2.4

Different types of inertia

Prior research reached consensus about the main understanding of inertia, but failed to define
inertia clearly or measure it (Polites and Karahanna, 2012). The main sources of inertia identified
in prior research are (1) inability to change resource investment patterns (Christensen & Bower,
1996; Henderson, 1993) and (2) inability to change the organizational processes using those resource investments (Leonard-Barton, 1992; Nelson & Winter, 1982). Gilbert (2005) classifies these
inabilities as respectively (1) resource rigidity and (2) routine rigidity.
Later research distinguished more between types representing different forms of inertia, rooted
from different sources. Differentiating between related constructs forms the idea that there might
be a second order construct, but this assumption did not hold (Haag, 2014). Alternatively, grouping different types of inertia can visualize related causes of inertia, without defining different levels
of constructs.
Distinguishing between different types of inertia is important and failure to recognize the
difference between for example resource rigidity and routine rigidity risks more than just contradictory results. When researchers do not recognize these distinctions, they may also fail to
observe important interactions between two types of inertia (Gilbert, 2005). Under conditions
of discontinuous change, one can focus on the unique implications of a single type of inertia to
measure organizational response, but not only are types of inertia different, the mechanisms for
overcoming one type might amplify problems with the other. The transition to circular business
models embodies multiple types of inertia, like resource inertia, routine inertia, socio-cognitive,
mimic inertia, transition inertia (Papachristos, 2014). Therefore, it is important to map what we
know about different types of inertia and continue to search for undiscovered types. The overview
of known types inertia is shown in Appendix A. Since some types are closely related to each other,
an overview is made in table 2.1 to show general forms of inertia and related types.

The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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Table 2.1: General inertia types
General type
Routine inertia
Resource inertia

2.5

Cause
Aware of alternatives, but unwillingness to invest constraints
adoption
Inability to change patterns and
logic constraints adoption

External inertia

External factors constraints adoption or it is perceived so.

Human inertia

Human factors constraints adoption

Related types of
inertia
Routine
rigidity,
economic inertia,
Cognitive inertia
Resource rigidity,
active inertia
Mimic
inertia,
political
inertia,
transition inertia
Behavioral inertia,
affective
inertia,
Socio-cognitve
inertia,
Mental
inertia

Obstructions to circularity

Adopting a circular business model is more complex because known types of inertia seem to be
active, while the main relating factor is missing. To illustrate, two examples are given. First, the
willingness to become more sustainable and adopt circular activities is present, yet indications
of behavioral inertia exist. Second, despite the lack of well-founded objective numbers, resources
are allocated to push the change, but there are still claims for more resources. Therefore, this
research holds believe that inertia is also embedded in the organizational structure; strengthened
by underlying mechanics while addressing known types of inertia.
Overcoming inertia holds importance as forgoing an opportunity to adapt to the change will
make it more likely that people pass future opportunity as well (Tykocinski & Pittman, 1998).
This makes the current momentum in this change vital to successfully adopt high forms of reuse
and losing it can cause a downward spiral. Complex changes that do not produce immediate
results run the risk of stopping before the change is completed. Therefore, the focus has to be on
upstream interventions, including structural changes at organizational level to (1) encourage habit
disruption and reformation, and to (2) change actors’ perceptions of the costs of switching to a
new system (Polites & Karahanna, 2012). Assuming the same disruptions and perceptions for the
whole organization, may lead to disparity between different business silos. The same change has
different effects for silos and by not considering this, it can lead to resistance in silos for whom
the outcome of the change has a negative impact. Hence, the resistance rises due to a systematic
inequality. Although people being aware or unaware of the element of choice to continue the
status quo, inertia eventually is a conscious choice (Polites & Karahanna, 2012). The perseverance of ineffective processes is the most direct indication of inertia (Rumelt, 1995). However, it
is important to mention that although one may consider this behavior as irrational and possibly
caused by status quo bias (Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988), it may not necessarily always be so.
Innovations are not necessarily beneficial for organizations, meaning that evasion of unpredictable
outcomes can reflect rational behavior (Abrahamson, 1991). Acknowledging that resistance to the
change can be embedded in rational decision making, should open the possibility to understand
what the origin of the resistance is. Failing to address valid arguments against the change will
work counterproductive. By acknowledging this and providing customized solutions can reduce
this resistance. This requires an analysis of differences and map characteristics based on data to
show that decisions are well founded.
In literature, inertia is mostly addressed for organizations as a whole or a single business unit
8
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(Polites & Karahanna, 2012), yet the problem is more complex. To tackle this complexity, research
should consider inertia in relation to multiple silos. This relates to management’s incapability to
set clear targets and communicate organization’s strategy, due to pursuing a one size fits all solutions (Tornzatzky & Fleicher, 1990). The most common source of inertia in organizations is lack
of time to search and implement alternative systems (Kahila & Penttinen, 2016). In the transition
to a circular business model, the chosen alternative remains unclear. Especially in the case of
rising awareness of the problems in the status quo, one expects that management has made the
decision which alternative is preferred. It is questionable if failure to determine relates to lack of
time in this situation. Applying a single strategy without taken the different needs throughout
the organization into account, seems a better fit. This is more present in large organizations and
it is reasonable to suggest that changing to a circular business model comes with different needs
between departments and/or products. Most literature focuses on innovation of a single product
or market, but considering an organizational change touching a wide product portfolio, different
needs exists. Inertia in large organizations has generally been seen emerging from organizational
structures, scarce resources, bureaucracy, and environment (Kahila & Penttinen, 2016). These
structures are believed to play a critical role in the transition to a circular business model. Hannan and Freeman (1984) and Larsen and Lomi (1996) both argue that larger organizations face
more bureaucracy that lowers the assimilation rate. These differences prevent the adoption of a
single strategy and puts emphasis on customized strategy for different needs within the organization. Contrarily, the findings of Bala and Venkatesh (2007) and Sorescu, Chandy and Prabhu
(2003) suggest that large firms tend to embrace more radical innovations and are more capable
and eager to overcome inertia than smaller organizations. This eagerness can rebound when addressing the wrong type of inertia, which is more likely if an unknown type of inertia is active.

2.6

System thinking approach

Nowadays, literature still focuses on why consumers return products, but research on the impact
of return management on the supply chain is still limited (Shararudin et al. 2017). Another point
of interest is the significant problem firms encounter with obtaining the required information flows
to support decision making (Atasu et al., 2008). The cause for this problem is mainly due to the
unavailability or dispersed storage of information over different silos. Having to make decisions
based on incomplete information or deficient understanding of the process can prove to be counter
effective. Another missing piece is the role of the refund rate, which gives the financial opportunity to cover extra costs when a product is, for example, remanufactured. Overall, the need
for a research about the drivers, relations, and effects of handling product returns is imminent to
understand how waste can be reduced.
Despite numerous articles and research on strategies and possibilities to handle returns, implementing these changes show forms of inertia. Govindan et al. (2015) made a literature review
about reverse logistics and CLSC papers to use as a foundation to determine a proper modelling
strategy. The review is used to determine the best approach for this research by understanding
what methods have been used, number of objectives, decision variables, and scope and what the
corresponding outcomes and limitations are. An overview of methodologies in past research is
shown in table 2.2

Govindan et al. (2015) argue that the real-world problem is more complex and complicated,
making simple approaches like linear programming unsuitable. As this is currently the most used
approach, the need for non-linear approaches is high. Besides, they urge using different modeling
approaches, as they can provide academics with new insights on this topic. These insights should
focus on practical implications, as there is an enormous gap between academic and business. This
research considers an organizational structure based on a unidirectional product flow, causing a
linear mindset in the business. To change to a circular product flow multiple policies need to
The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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Table 2.2: Overview of used methods
What
Focus
Parameters

Modeling approaches
Distribution of decision variables
Objective
Period
Product level

Overview, the percentages show the amount of papers used a
particular method.
There are only a few researchers on green and/or sustainability topics
in the RL or CLSC point of view.
Most research uses demand (in 48.9% of the papers) and returned
products (37.8%) as parameters. While others like costs (5.9%) and
prices (6.9%) follow from a distance.
A variety of other modelling approaches is used, whereby Linear and
MIP (in 21.2% of the papers) is used in most cases followed by conceptual and descriptive (12.8%).
Operational variables (114 papers), tactical variables (106), or strategic variables (103) are all taken into account but remain separated in
research.
Almost all studies use single objectives (yearly 21 to 35 papers) while
studies with multiple objective (yearly 2 to 6 papers) fall behind.
Both single and multi-period analyses are evenly used
Single product analyses are the preferred method, followed by multi
product analyses. Meanwhile, multilevel/part analysis is rarely used.

change and consider returns. The effects of these changes incurs a time delay of multiple months
or years, during this time more changes are made to the process, which can cloud the results
of previous changes. Besides, the organizational structure is built on linear production, as are
the indicators for success. Changing to a circular production should also provide an incentive to
adapt for actors, even when there are no direct results for the specific department. To show how
sociotechnical structures, amplification, and time delays interact to influence the success of the
return implementation, a system dynamics approach should be considered as modelling method.
This will include an aggregate view concentrating on the return handling policies, to determine
how the refund rate of returns can be improved without looking at individual products or specific SKUs. SD modelling is as far as this research knows barely used for research to the return
flow. However, it fits the challenges in this complex situation and gives the opportunity to use a
non-linear approach in this field. The use of a causal loop diagram might provide insights on why
the change is not developing further and why it cannot be explained by the current knowledge of
inertia.

2.7

Concluding

Academic literature concentrates highly on organizational level inertia, but fails to conceptualize and measure organizational inertia as multidimensional construct (Haag, 2014). Therefore,
Haag (2014) quantitatively evaluated the correlations with potential antecedents and consequences,
showing inertia is more complex. Combining this to the paper of Gilbert (2005) that showed that
the differences are not only between resource rigidity and routine rigidity, but also between the
mechanisms to overcome one type that can amplify the other type of inertia. The transition of
OEMs from a linear to a circular business model has indications of a yet not discussed type of
inertia that might have a role in the complications to successfully become circular. Knowing the
complexity and interrelation of different types of inertia, it is important to become aware of different types of inertia and the possibility of undiscovered forms. Distinguishing between types of
inertia helps in response to discontinuous change, but also opens up future research exploration
of the differences and interactions between these types of inertia (Gilbert 2005). Using the paper of Govindan et al. (2015) demonstrates that research on this transition within organizations
uses simple and theoretical approaches, which are unlikely to reveal the effects of inertia when
implementing these approaches in practise.
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Chapter 3

Method
3.1

Case setting

In this paper, the focus is set on an OEM changing towards a circular economy in the European
consumer electronic market. For this purpose, a case study has been conducted that can be
classified as an embedded single case study with multiple aspects of analysis (Yin, 1994). This
OEM is selected because: (1) it is a multinational consumer electronics company that recently
(2018) started to implement a project in Europe to improve the circular economy. The aim of
this project is make a transition from a linear business model to a circular business model; (2)
people are highly committed to projects involving circularity and provide access to multiple departments for a holistic view; (3) return flows like refurbishment are already taking place, but
are still in development. Observing actors dealing with real time challenges during the time of
the research, provided insights of how the problems are addressed. One of these challenges is
after a good start, the project starts to slow down and forces grow to keep the linear model and
aim for lower forms of reuse. The goal is to first learn how processes are affected when changing
towards a circular business model in Europe, these learnings are later used to implement circular business models in other markets; (4) this company has a global logistics network and broad
product portfolio targeting quality consumer health products including coffee machines, air fryers,
electric toothbrushes, razers, and minivacs, all having different requirements in a circular economy.
The focus on implementing reuse processes in the consumer electronics market is chosen because it is considered the hardest to implement. While the importance of reuse is growing due
to increasing returns, raw materials become scarcer. On top of that, consumers expect organizations to take their corporate responsibility. The urge to change is imminent, but in spite of top
management engagement, employee commitment to change, and resource allocation, antecedents
of inertia show. This is contradictory to current insights of inertia. The reuse of products that
already have been touched by a consumer is the hardest to accomplish, while it also holds a key
role in the transition from a linear model to a circular one. This case study is used to examine this
phenomenon in a practical context and is chosen for the misalignment between the phenomenon
in this study and the theoretical knowledge.

3.2

Qualitative data collection

Qualitative data is collected coming from (1) open interviews with actors whose work is both directly and indirectly related to the return process; (2) mail contact with indirect actors to validate
and/or give a deeper understanding of interview outcomes; (3) observations made during formal
and informal project sessions attended by the author; (4) secondary data about product returns
produced by different teams in the process about returns, scrap, and refurbishment in Europe.
In total, 16 semi-structured interviews were conducted with 13 actors, of which 3 actors are
interviewed a second time during the validation interviews. The interviews had a duration between
45 and 60 minutes and took place mostly in person or via video conference. Interviewees expertise
include sustainability, procurement, design, US return handling, EU refurbishment, marketing,
part standardization, and a product business owner. Initially, interviewees are selected because of
their direct role in the return process or refurbishment. The outcomes of these interviews helped
to identify other actors in the process, which are interviewed in a second round. The interviews
gave a broad understanding of the process and showed the influence of different actors and relaThe source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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tions between actors. The interviews are semi-structured because it allows to go deeper into the
case to discover underlying drivers and hidden challenges of different roles and actors, by allowing
new ideas to be brought up during the interview as result of what interviewees says. Since this
project will affect multiple departments, it is a concern that people are cautious to share work
in progress and are protective about their own projects, to minimize resistance. To help allow
interviewees to speak more freely, the interviews are not recorded. This is in line with limitations found defining different methods of recording interviews, stating that recording possibly
causes interviewees to be limited in their speech (Sim & Wright, 2000, p143). Alternatively, this
study uses handwritten notes that have as advantages emphasizing important topics and including
early findings. This method has the disadvantage of possibly excluding relevant findings and so
decreasing repeatability of the study (Sim & Wright, 2000). To prevent this problem, the information obtained during the interviews is written down during the interview, formalized directly
after the interview, and shared with the interviewee for validations. In addition, at the end of
the research, six actors, of which three for the second time, are interviewed to validate the findings.

Ambiguities or assumptions made by interviewees are validated by contacting associated business experts by email. These emails did not include context, but a general question on whether
the assumption would hold or not from their perspective. The emails included the addition information from a test and verification engineer, development quality manager, and Ecommerce
manager. The quantitative data collected involves returns, scrap, and refurbishment quantities
over a full year of different product segments in the EU, as demonstrated in chapter 4. Since the
refurbishment project is still in an early stage, the available quantitative data is limited. Nevertheless, it demonstrates where improvements are possible and can support or contradict findings
from the interviews and form the foundation for the model. During this research, three projects
related to reuse of returns in the organization were joined. In these projects observations were
made during the setup of a new refurbishment process of a product in both the EU and US over the
course of 2 months. Next to this project, observing a packaging project with the goal to determine
how packaging could improve the return process and specifically refurbishment. Simultaneously,
presentations are attended about circular business models and an informal discussion panel about
the role of design in circular economy.

Analyzing the data is the first step to understand the roles of different actors and to gain a
holistic view of the return process. The focus is on (1) the role of and interaction different departments or teams, later referred to a silos, in the return process; (2) the limitations they encounter;
and (3) and who the stakeholders of certain processes are. These findings are used during the
validation interviews with the responsible team, department, or stakeholder. Combining the information gives insights on, what types of inertia are active, which limitations on return handling
are present, who is accountable, and why it is complicated to change to a circular business models.
This is modelled in a causal loop diagram that helps to explain the transition by four phases. This
is different from current belief that the transition is linear and will slowly reach its destination.
Moreover, the transition is not only divided in four phases, different silos are in different phases.

Table 3.1 shows an overview of the interview candidates. The first column shows the coding
of the interviewee used when quoting them; the second column shows the interview round, where
there are roughly 2 months between each round. This gives an indication when the information is
obtained and shows which interviewees are interviewed in the first and second round. The third
round is the validation round at the end of this research. The same format is used for the email
contact and projects attended as shown in table 3.2 and table 3.3. All email experts are contacted
in the second interview round based on the information of the first interview round. The projects
are joined at different moments and Prjct 2 was joined for a longer duration.
12
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Table 3.1: Interview codes
INT
code
INT 1
INT 2
INT 3
INT 4
INT 5
INT 6

Round

Expertise

2
2
1, 3
1
1, 3
1

Sr. Manager, Consumer relations
Market Procurement Manager
Head of Network Global (2x)
Procurement Business Process Owner
Senior Service Designer (2x)
Personal Health Procurement Engineering
Manager Technical Support & Engineering, Returns, Repairs &
Refurbishment
Senior Director Group Sustainability (2x)
Operations Excellence Leader ISC
Associate UX designer
DfX Strategy & Capability center
Senior component manager
Cost engineer

INT 7

1

INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT

1, 3
3
2
3
2
3

8
9
10
11
12
13

Table 3.2: Mail codes
Mail
code
Mail 1
Mail 2
Mail 3

Round

Expertise

2
2
2

Ecommerce Manager
Groupleader Development Quality Shaving
Test and verification Engineer

Table 3.3: Project codes

3.3

Prjct
code

Round

Prjct 1

1

Prjct 2

1,2

Prjct 3

2

Project focus
A major change project to enable consumers to repack the product
in the same box to improve the quality of the return Packaging
Setting up a refurbishment process for male grooming in EU and
US.
Discussion sessions at the design department about circular economy.

Qualitative data analysis

To analyze the data from the interviews and projects, a thematic analysis is made. This analysis
involves an inductive approach to find the main topics in this change combined with a latent
approach to understand subtext and assumptions within the data. The goal is to provide insights
to why OEM are unable to include refurbishment in the current business setting and how this can
be improved. An overview of the main themes and relating topics is shown in table 3.4.
The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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Table 3.4: Interview analysis
Theme
Strategy
Market
Testing
RLE
Differentiate
between
products
Redesign
strategies
Cost

Related topics
Delay, missing business case, which levers?, priorities, top down /
management, silos, multidisciplinary, no strategy, problems grow,
external, distinguish between products, SKU standardization
Pricing strategy, cannibalization, price erosion, third party, target
consumer, brand reputation
Risk assessment, end of line testing, testing machines are expensive, bad consumer experiences, products not designed for testing,
quality, costs
External dependency, reduce return quantity, reverse logistics effectiveness, packaging
Design for repair, recycle, refurbishment, design is the start, requirements, missing target to redesign,
Updating, compatibility, modularity, durable, up-gradable
BOM, scrap, small investments come with huge costs, , cost to
redesign, small margins, linear efficiency

In total 7 themes are identified on why this OEM is unable to make the next step in the
transition. Interviewees discuss the search on what to do and how to do it, relating to the current
strategy which is too broad. The uncertainty on achieving circularity comes from the different
options for handling returns, how to influence these options, and if it is profitable from a business
point of view. Other interviewees do not believe that this transition is achievable without external
pressure or see returns handling as a necessary evil that needs to be handled in the most cost
effective way. These external factors are related to the market theme, which discusses the effects
on the market position and shows that the position of refurbished products is fragile. Products
are not designed for reuse and that makes testing a costly venture, while the margins in the reuse
cycle are slim. Failure to adequately test products lead to bad consumer experiences and affect
the brand’s reputation and causes cannibalization and price erosion. Not reusing products will
give other businesses the opportunity to reuse OEM’s products, which cause the same negative
effects, but outside the control of the OEM. Testing does not only relate to the market theme, but
also to RLE.
The market, testing, and RLE themes are mostly related to return processes. To make improvements in these themes interesting requires a rigorous reuse strategy. To improve reuse, two
main themes surfaced: differentiation between products and redesign strategies. Analysing the
interviews made clear that on the one hand interviewees indicate that they want a single strategy
for all products. On the other hand, interviewees also indicate differences between products and
multiple strategies relating to these differences. To implement a reuse strategy, there is consensus
that reuse should be taken into account as early as possible, which points at the design phase.
However, consensus which redesign strategy to choose is missing. Finally, a returning topic are
the costs. Most of the decision making is concentrated around total cost of ownership, especially
on activities that are not seen as core business. These themes will be further elaborated in the
post analysis in chapter 6.

3.4

Quantitative data

Data is collected from responsible teams and included separate data sets of returns, scrap, and
refurbishment over 2019 in Europe. The collected data is combined based on corresponding main
article groups (MAG) to create an overview showing the amount of returns, scrap, and refurbishment in the EU in 2019. The data shows that 59% of the returns still end up as scrap and only
3% is sent to refurbishment, showing that the role of refurbishment is still small. The remaining
14
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38% is registered as return, but is not labelled as scrap of refurbishment. The packaging project
did an analysis and expected that roughly 35% of returns are market returns. Market returns
are over shipped quantities returned by the retailer, normally these are directly forwarded to the
sales channel upon return. This is possible because the boxes are closed and untouched by consumers. This explains the missing 37% in the data that is registered as return but not scrapped
or refurbished.
It was not possible to connect sales data of the OEM to return data, because this is not traced
and too many unknowns exist to make a strong relation between the two data sets. This is because
sales go through retailers and it is unknown to this research what happens between delivery to
the retailer and receiving returns from the retailer, as the data of the retailer was not available.
Retailers are responsible for a fixed percentage of returns and exceeding returns are sent back to
the OEM. Using the sales value and return value combined with actors assumption that returns
to the OEM to be roughly between 6 and 10% of sales, an assumption of sales quantities is made.
Calculating the total assumed sales volume using these percentages, shows the assumption holds
when the number is compared to the actual sales volume. Since it was not possible to calculate
the percentages per MAG this research uses 8% as the return percentage, meaning that the return
data represents 8% of total EU sales on average.

3.5

Summary

The methodological choices made will help answer the research question: How can consumer electronics manufacturers adopt circular business models with the current knowledge of both inertia
and reverse logistics. The quantitative analysis in chapter 4 goes deeper into the situation before
inertia was active and demonstrates waste, improvements, and limits. Thereafter, open interviews
with experts in different departments are used to get a better understanding of the transition
in multiple perspectives to reveal when and why inertia became active inertia. Interviewees can
speak freely about their own role and the relation it has to other actors. This is used to form
a causal loop diagram (CLD), showing four phases of the transition. The CLD is created after
the first two interview rounds and validated in six validation interviews. Analyzing these phases
provides understanding on why problems increase over time. Thereafter, a post analysis is made
focusing on the topics in table 3.4 and use of findings from the quantitative analysis in chapter 4.

The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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Quantitative analysis
The return process analyzed in this case was first implemented in the form of a project in 2018
and has been active for 2 years at the start of this research. Improvements are needed to make
this process economically more attractive, but instead actors in this change argue about different
forms of reuse that could best fit their role. This leaves the OEM in the status quo and gives the
impression that different types of inertia, like human inertia or routine inertia, are active. So far,
actors are not able to quantify their arguments, making it a subjective discussion. To understand
the source of inertia in the current situation, a quantitative analysis of the return process leading
up to this moment is conducted. This chapter discusses the different options organizations have
for reuse processes, combined with an overview of the return flow and the refurbishment process.
Thereafter, an analysis is conducted that uses data from the return and reuse process to comprehend the current situation, determine the case setting, and identify problems leading up to current
situation that includes inertia.

4.1

Main forms of reuse

OEMs that want to implement reuse activities can mainly choose from three reuse forms, recycling,
part recovery, and refurbishment.
• Recycling converts returns into reusable materials by scrapping them
• Part recovery is the process that reuses parts or modules from multiple damaged or defect
products to create a working product
• Refurbishment consists of processes to overhaul products for the purpose of second use
The characteristics of these forms differ, so organizations should choose the strategy that fits
best. The argumentation for using a specific reuse form depends of the context. To illustrate this,
products that return at the end of their life would be better aligned with a recycling process, since
these products do not hold value anymore (see Appendix B). In this study, the focus is on B2C
market of consumer electronics that are produced in very efficient linear processes. Compared to
the linear processes, the cost in the reuse process to bring a product back to new state quickly
exceeds the bill of material (BOM) cost and due to the heterogeneous nature of returns, it prevents batch optimization. This results in higher additional costs to reclaim, ship, disassemble,
overhaul, replace, and sell refurbished products. Moreover, the sales price is half of the new price,
leaving a small margin for these activities. This is a hard business case to make for OEM, but it
is the most sustainable because it embodies a higher form of reuse. For this reason, a small but
increasing percentage is refurbished, but most returns are still scrapped. This comes from the fact
that the refurbishment process is still in its infancy and the possibilities are limited. Some actors
favor recycling, because it makes it possible to continue with the incumbent system, as it fits in
the current process. Consequently, favoring recycling is closely related to inertia when aiming to
recoup the most value of returns.
Momentarily, part recovery is considered too complex and benefits from a refurbishment
strategy. Therefore, this research assumes that OEMs currently mainly choose between a recycling strategy and refurbishment strategy. Considering early returns, refurbishment is the favorable
strategy to recoup the most value. On the other hand, from a linear business model point of view,
the recycling strategy is favorable as it holds on to status quo. To determine if the source of this
dichotomy is solely emerging from inertia, a data analysis is conducted.
The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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4.2

Return process

Figure 4.1 visualizes the return flows in this case study. Returns will either go to a local warehouse
of the OEM or directly to the distribution center (DC). Products that have never been shipped to
a consumer go back directly to the sales channel. The remaining products get a quick assessment
and are either sent for refurbishment or scrap. The products that are refurbished are sent to a
third party, later referred to as refurbishment third party (RTP). After the refurbishment process,
products that are refurbished are sent back to the local warehouse of the market the product
originated from. This is the favorable outcome and indicated by green arrows in figure 4.1. The
products that are not suitable for refurbishment are sent back to the DC as scrap, after which the
OEM sent them to another third party to be scrapped. This is an unfavorable process because
sending products to the RTP which are not suitable for refurbishment is waste and therefore indicated by orange arrows in figure 4.1. All reusable materials salvaged from this scrapping process
are recycled by the third party.

Figure 4.1: Return process product flows
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the return process, a simplified return process from OEM
perspective is made consisting of the sales, returns, scrap, and refurbishment. Figure 4.2 shows
this process and expected return percentages after each stage.
To quantify these percentages the total sales value published by the OEM is used. To illustrate
the relation between costs and benefits of refurbishment a comparison is made with the shipping
cost based on estimations of Prjct 3. Considering the total sales value and a return percentage
of 8% an overview is made in table 4.1 below. This table uses the percentages of returns that go
back to sales, scrap and refurbishment retrieved from data as shown in figure 4.2. Finally, at the
18
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Figure 4.2: Quantities flow
Table 4.1: Value display of refurbishment process compared to shipping cost

Total sales
Return flow value

%
8%

Value
e5.500.000.000
e440.000.000

Shipping cost

Back to sales
Scrap
Sent to RTP

38%
59%
3%

e167.200.000
e259.600.000
e13.200.000

e5.000.000

DAM
Scrap
Actual rfrb

20%
30%
50%

e2.640.000
e3.960.000
e6.600.000

e6.000.000

Rfrb markdown
Total Rfrb

50%

e3.300.000
e3.300.000

e11.000.000

e10.000.000

RTP products end up either as damaged, scrapped, or refurbished.
In table 4.1, the returns that directly go back to the sales channel are mostly market returns
and can be addressed by better forecasting to prevent over shipment to retailers. The scrap is
pure value loss which is the potential value that can be salvaged when having a good reuse process
in place. With the current yearly waste of scrapping products that are suitable for reuse, there is
a sufficient incentive to improve refurbishment. So far, only a fraction is sent to refurbishment of
which a smaller number is actually refurbished. In the refurbishment process there is more waste
from damaged or scrapped products. Products with the label damage (DAM) are scrapped as
well, so are later combined with the scrap numbers in this research. The actual refurbishment
(rfrb) are the products that are refurbished successful and sold, effectively resulting in 3.3 million
euro of created value by the refurbishment process. Only considering the shipping cost to ship
returns to the refurbishment third party (RTP) and back adds up to 11 million euro. In essence,
to regain a value of 3.3 million is costing 11 million in shipping alone, excluding other costs like
product overhauling, holding costs, material cost, etc.
Only considering the shipping cost in the reverse process shows how difficult it is to gain a
positive result from refurbishment. In this case, the refurbishment process should achieve an
effectiveness of 70% to cover the shipping cost alone as shown in figure 4.3. Thus, the remaining
30% is allowed for scrap and damaged products together. Consequently, in the current situation
refurbishment is costing money and requires improvements. Eventually, shipping cost will increase
The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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when products are shipped in their own box, while cost saving processes that damage products
are minimized. This is why refurbishment processes at RTP should achieve high success rates.
To accomplish this, the improvements in packaging will help, but the possibilities will always be
limited by product designs.

Figure 4.3: Refurbishment at RTP

4.3

Refurbishment process

Until now, all returns are considered equal in the return process and the same strategy is applied
to all products. To determine if this claim holds a more detailed comparison is needed that shows
returns and refurbishment quantities per main article group (MAG) over the same time period.
Such an overview of returns in 2019 in the EU per MAG is created in figure 4.4. This figure
shows that the returns per MAG are consistent over the year, except for some peaks. It remained
unclear in this analysis why some MAG have higher return quantities and returns of other MAG
are close to zero. A possibility can be that the sales volumes of products we high return quantities
are also higher than products with lower return quantities or that product characteristics result
in higher return percentages. Setting up a reuse process with linear designed products that only
considers products in good conditions creates the expectation that higher returns leads to higher
refurbishment quantities. Since this is not the case, the next step is to go deeper into the comparison between the return and refurbishment data.
The first notice is that all MAG that are refurbished belong to the same two business groups
(BG), namely: BG 1 and BG 2. To make a better comparison figure 4.4 is adjusted so it shows
the same MAG of the same time period as the overview in 4.5. Comparing figure 4.5 and 4.4,
they show that the MAG that are refurbished are not the MAG that have the highest return
quantities, in fact it almost seems the opposite. Consequently, the expected relation between
return and refurbishment quantities does not hold. Creating two main possible explanations that
are the base for remainder of this chapter:
1. The return process negatively affects the reusability of some products more than
others.
2. The product design makes some products naturally more suitable for refurbishment.
.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of return quantities (only BG 1 and BG 2)

Figure 4.5: Overview of refurbishment quantities (only BG 1 and BG 2)
Figure 4.5 shows the amount of refurbished products per MAG per month, providing insights
into the refurbishment process. Since there is not a continuous flow of products yet, the RTP is
accumulating returns of specific MAG and only processes them if there are sufficient quantities
to set up a refurbishment line. This is seen in the figure 4.5 as well, indicated by peaks in
refurbishing specific MAG over time, while these differences are not visible in the return quantities
as shown in 4.4. It can be concluded that there is not a continuous process that links returns to
refurbishment, but different products are piling up till the quantities are sufficient to set up a
production line. This growth is visible in the second half of the year in figure 4.5 that shows
higher refurbishment quantities than the first half of the year. As a result, the RTP is constantly
setting up a new processes and is doing a high range of different products in different conditions,
which increase the costs. Therefore, every MAG needs a reuse plan, including return quantities,
product characteristics, and reuse possibilities.

4.3.1

Differentiate between products

With the goal to create a single strategy, a refurbishment flow is created for most products. Currently refurbished happens for 25 of in total 37 MAG that are part of BG 1 and BG 2 covering
over 1500 SKU. Products from BG 3 and BG 4 are not refurbished because these products are
(semi)medical, for which the refurbishment process is still too deficient. Figures 4.5 and 4.4 the
differences between return quantities per MAG and refurbishment quantities per MAG and the
The source of inertia in the transition to circular business models
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misalignment between return quantities and refurbishment focus. Further, these figures demonstrate that MAGs with the highest return quantities are missing in refurbishment graph and vice
versa. Analyzing the data shows that 40% of the total amount of refurbished products are related
to 5% of the total amount of returns in BG 1 and BG 2. On the other hand, the data shows that
the three MAGs responsible for the most returns embody 44% of the returns, but are responsible
for less than 0.1% of refurbishment. An overview of these three MAGs is provided in table 4.2.
Acknowledging the differences between MAGs can argue against the focus of a single strategy,
which is possible the cause of current inertia. Pushing a strategy that is unsuitable for some
products will cause negative effects for responsible actors, who will resist against this strategy.
This is due to the organizational structure where a specific silo is responsible for a certain product
and assessed on the results of this product.

Table 4.2: Top 3 MAGs return share versus rfrb share
Product ID
MAG 29
MAG 32
MAG 25
Total

Return
share
18%
15%
19%
44%

Rfrb share
0%
0%
<0.5%
<0.1%

Going deeper into the MAGs that are refurbished provides the overview displayed in table 4.3.
This overview shows that 60% of the refurbishment comes form 11 MAGs, while 14 MAGs are
responsible for 40% of refurbishment. This further indicates that some MAG are more suitable
for refurbishment than others. Without distinction between MAGs substantiates the resistance
of actors responsible for products that are less suitable for refurbishment, but are considered to
invest in this strategy. As a result, these actors will endure negative effects of refurbishment
and slow down this change causing inertia. To determine if a product is currently suitable for
refurbishment, OEMs can make a quick refurbishment assessment based the number discussed in
this chapter. OEMs can decide to refurbish a product depending on the resources, willingness,
ambition, quantities, and success rate.

Table 4.3: Percentage of returns per MAG that are refurbished from BG 1 and BG 2
0%
MAG 8 0%
MAG 16 0%
MAG 22 0%
MAG 23 0%
MAG 25 0%
MAG 30 0%
MAG 31 0%
MAG 32 0%
MAG 33 0%
MAG 34 0%
MAG 35 0%
MAG 37 0%
TOTAL 0%
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0-5%
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG

13%

3 2%
5 0%
10 4%
14 3%
17 0%
21 0%
26 0%
27 5%
36 1%

5-10%
MAG 4 8%
MAG 6 7%
MAG 20 8%
MAG 24 9%
MAG 29 6%
MAG 19 13%
MAG 28 14%

10-15%
MAG 2 14%
MAG 9 19%
MAG 12 10%
MAG 13 15%
MAG 18 17%

15%
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG

28%

38%

21%

7 29%
11 44%
15 34%
38 34%
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4.4

Conclusion

The quantitative analysis of this chapter demonstrates that the current setup for refurbishment is
inefficient. The products with the highest return quantities are barely refurbished and the current
process is not able to cover the costs. A recycling strategy will have the best fit in relation with the
current processes, but fails to extract all the value returns hold. Opposite to this, a refurbishment
strategy will require changes in the current processes to make it rewarding, but salvages more
value. For this reason, OEMs are in need of methods to improve refurbishment, but inertia
is slowing this down. Some linear designed products are better suitable for refurbishment, while
others are not suitable at all. OEMs can use the current data to make a refurbishment assessment,
to determine if refurbishment for a specific product is worthwhile. This is more effective than to
make this decision for refurbishment as a whole. Failing to acknowledge these differences underlies
inertia. Hitherto no distinction has been made between different products in the return process
and enforcing the same change can attribute to inertia. Solely knowing that there is a relation
still does not provide guidance on how to improve the process. Determine which products to focus
on and stop with the most inefficient products to reduce costs and resistance is a start. Then,
the improvements can focus on products that are naturally more suitable for refurbishment will
reduce inertia from actors that do not benefit.
OEMs should also be aware that the requirements for the transition change over time, making it more complex than what was currently assumed. Setting up and running the refurbishment process did not encounter inertia. This emerged later when improvements were required to
make refurbishment economical attractive to further increase the amount of refurbished products.
Therefore, a deeper understanding is needed on how the requirements in this transition change
over time. This is done by the means of a causal loop diagram in the next chapter, which divides
this transition in four phases. These phases built upon the findings of this quantitative analysis
by using qualitative data from interviews and projects.
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Causal loop diagram
In the previous chapter, the quantitative analysis discussed the current situation in transition
to a circular business model. The processes in place are able to refurbish products that return
in good condition and visualize differences between products. These processes include significant
amounts of waste, making it ineffective and leads to loss. Nearly all products groups are refurbished to some extent, while none of these products is designed for this purpose. This is because
the transition is seen as a linear change for all business silos simultaneously. The silos that are
falling behind are seen as the cause of inertia slowing down the transition. Using the data obtained
from interviews and projects provides a deeper understanding of this transition. The main findings
are presented by use of the causal loop diagram shown in figure 5.1, which provides an overview
of all mechanisms explaining the continued use of the incumbent system and the transition to a
circular business model. Subsequently, each mechanism is described in more detail and supported
by quotes from interviewees. Finally, the main claims of the quantitative analysis and causal loop
diagram are merged and used to identify methods to overcome inertia in the post analysis in the
next chapter.

5.1

Causal loop diagram

The CLD in figure 5.1 provides a visual outline of the main findings and contains four feedback
loops emerging from qualitative data gathered through interviews, mails, and projects, which are
later verified with empirical data in chapter 6. Each feedback loop has its own unique momentum
and characteristics. Combined, these feedback loops constitute the existence of ‘systems inertia’
that in contrary to earlier forms emerges from organizational structures instead of behavioral or external forces. Notably, the status quo loop R1 represents the mechanism that has a self-reinforcing
nature, favoring the use of the incumbent system. Linear structures prevent changes required to
adopt refurbishment processes, despite the willingness in the organization to embrace the change.
Initiatives to move towards a circular business model activate refurbishment in a linear business
model resulting in loop B1. This loop represents refurbishing returns in parallel to and without
major changes in the current processes, limiting the possibilities for reuse. This corresponds with
the findings of the quantitative analysis on the current situation in this case study. Continuous
improvements in refurbishment activates the refurbishment loop R2, in which the means to improve the refurbishment process lay. Currently, this is the status of the case study and actors try
to find means to improve refurbishment, but find resistance to bigger changes. This is because
the changes improve refurbishment but causes friction with the linear business model. To illustrate this, investing in reuse is helpful if returns increase, which is counter intuitive to the linear
mindset. People tend to support sustainable initiatives, but are less favorable when the business
model changes. Here, inertia occurs in the organization and slows down the change by holding
on to the linear business model. Unwillingness to invest and resistance to differ from how it has
always been done relates to resource and human inertia, but findings show a more structural cause.
To overcome inertia and to reach the circular loop R3, shows a synergy between refurbishment
and circular business model. To reach the final loop, it is important to build momentum to reach
the tipping point. Once R3 is activated, it will slowly become the dominant loop, completing
the transition to a circular business models. This CLD shows the AS-IS situation for consumer
returns in this case study, which will change once the R3 becomes the dominant loop. Next, the
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Figure 5.1: Causal loop diagram
relationships in this model are discussed in more detail, supported with quotes from the interviews.
The full quotes are shown per phase in Appendix C.

5.2

Phase 1: Status quo loop R1

Linear business model – Reverse logistics effectiveness (RLE) – Scrapping / recycling – Perceived
sustainability – Linear KPI performance

Organizations have a long history of using linear business models in which take, make, waste
has a central role, resulting in a forward supply chain that does not consider consumer returns.
Therefore, organizations did not set up a proper reuse strategy, so all returns end up as scrap by
default. Not retracting value from returns causes reverse logistics processes to minimize cost.
“We should reduce the amount of returns as much as possible and the products that
remain reuse as high in the value chain as possible.” INT 11
“In the end people will only look at cost and we have a mindset of pushing products to
the markets, so we do not want to look at the return flow.” INT 3
“Every year from the consumer product market, we have over 1 million product returns
per year and before 2018 we would just scrap those units.” Prjct 3
With an increasing amount of returns, especially since the consumer started buying the products
online, businesses are forced to look into reverse logistic networks. One can measure reverse logistics effectiveness (RLE) mainly in two ways: (1) deal with returns in the most cost effective manner,
as is happening now; (2) or be able to reuse as many products as possible by getting returns back
in the best shape possible. Since changing to a circular business model requires reusing products,
the model prefers the second definition to measure RLE. Therefore, a low RLE results in more
products that are unsuitable for reuse and therefore lead to more scrapped products. One of the
issues of improving the condition of returns is that it is more costly. Especially, if processes to
repurpose products are not in place. Currently, local actors discard the packaging material locally
and put all products in one big box to save shipping costs, because it is very costly to ship products
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in their own container (SIOC). Besides, the design of boxes focuses on shipping the product in
perfect condition to the consumer, but are not designed to be unpacked, repacked, and shipped
back. Sending wrongly packed products back also causes damage to the product and thus ends
up as scrap. Therefore, to accomplish a higher RLE a redesign for the boxes and reverse flow is
needed. Admittedly, even when neglecting the costs for those changes, focusing on cost reduction
is logical without a proper reuse strategy, since these products will quickly pile up. This is why,
before improving the RLE, a rigorous reuse process must be in place to regain the value and cover
the cost.
“Make an incentive to send the product back in the best condition, to help us refurbish
it.” INT 3
“Parts/components are always recycled and never reused. The value will leave the
company and will only provide a certificate of recycling.” INT 1
Not reusable products are sent to a third party, which will scrap the products and collect
reusable materials in this process. Thus products sent for scrapping are partly recycled, which is
the lowest form of reuse. Recycling has a sustainable image and people perceive this process often
as sustainable. While a recycling strategy for new products is destroying value, so a refurbishment
strategy is more sustainability. Considering returns that occur during the warranty period, the
reuse should happen as high as possible in the value chain. Labeling scrap as recycling gives a
false perception of a sustainable process considering new products, therefore the higher the scrap,
and thus more recycling, the higher the perceived sustainability. Organizations audit silos on key
performance indicators (KPI) and focus on the linear business model, while circular initiatives
are additional. Having the perception of being sustainable diminishes the incentive to invest on
circularity and increases the focus on linear KPI’s. Therefore, there is a positive link between
perceived sustainability and linear KPI focus.
“A cent is a cent and people are too used to make a business case. There should be a
directive saying, it is not about money, you must do it and it is not a matter of choice.”
INT 3
“Is it a core business, no, you do not want products return. Therefore, it will never
be the strategy to have as many refurbishment sales as possible. We do not want
commercial returns, but they are here and we have to deal with them” INT 8
“Not many of our products are circular ready. We take it more and more into account,
but it also the history and pressure to minimize cost.” INT 13
Holding on to the linear performance indicators stimulates the linear business model and pushes
products to the market. Meeting demand and producing products will stay the priority as long
as another business model remains unproven. Therefore, it is vital to deliver proof of concept
and stimulate businesses to adapt circular initiatives. Smaller initiatives without big effects on
the linear model are more acceptable than disruptive initiatives, therefore a parallel refurbishment
strategy is chosen.

5.3

Phase 2: Parallel refurbishment loop B1

Reverse logistics effectiveness (RLE) – Refurbishment – refurbishment sales – perceived sustainability – linear KPI focus – linear business model
To create an incentive to improve the RLE, a strategy to handle the returns should be in
place. In this case, refurbishment is chosen, where products that return are processed for resale.
The options for refurbishment in a linear business model are limited, because refurbishment is
considered as a separate process. As a result, this process is limited by decisions made in the
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supply chain to comply with linear goals. Product designs did not consider refurbishment nor
repairs, the costs to refurbish a damaged product results too high or not possible at all. Therefore,
refurbishment is only possible if the product is in a mint condition, while products unsuitable for
refurbishment end as scrap. The products that are refurbished flow back into sales, but do no
longer qualify as new products. Therefore, the manufacturer applies a markdown of 50%, to lower
the expectation from consumers. This also mitigates any inconveniences that come with second
hand products, following bad consumer experiences of products not meeting the right standards.
“Refurbishment is the main candidate to bind environmental aware consumers. Consumers should accept those products when they are clean, despite it is used for some
time. They get a 50% discount, so it must be acceptable.” INT 8
“We recently started with selling the first refurbished products. Directly we got complains, an airfryer that was clearly used and never cleaned or hairs in razors. Therefore,
we set the price at 50% to lower expectations.” Mail 1
Using a 50% markdown has big consequences on the financial results in refurbishment. The
pricing strategy is very complex and puts pressure on the change. Losing money on refurbishment
is counter effective for pushing the change forward. The negative results reflect directly on the
responsible business entities, while the holistic positive effects are indirect. Besides, the role of
refurbished products is two folded in the market; (1) the lower price reaches a new consumer
segment that cannot afford products for the full price; (2) refurbished products are bought by
consumers who would also bought the product at a full price, which introduces the cannibalization
effect. Since the extent of these effects are still unknown, organizations will be careful to float the
market with refurbished products.
“Low sales prices of refurbished products is low reach new consumers, but also consumers who would have bought new products. That last segment is unwanted, you want
to sell as many new products as possible.” Mail 1
“The pricing strategy is vital, which products and for what price, so we do not create
price erosion or cannibalize our own market. Doing it ourselves means we have the
control, otherwise someone else will do it for an even lower price. Therefore, refurbishment is not only a margin, but a holistic problem” INT 8
“OEM is smarter to stay owner of product/material, if you design post society, then
you are dependent of the market to get your raw material. If you design post business,
you are in control yourself.” INT 5
The current refurbishment process is in its simplest form, where the majority of products are
not actually refurbished but get a simple box assessment. This stretches the term refurbishment
to a broad form and has a positive effect on the perceived sustainability. This emphasizes the
claim that products have to be in good shape when returned to be suitable for refurbishment.
This is paradoxical as RLE improvement needs a good reuse process, but the increasing reuse
process requires returns in mint conditions. To break this paradox, more refurbishment options
are required, so products in a lesser condition become suitable for refurbishment. This requires
design to focus more circular requirements, but these changes are more costly. The earnings of
reuse processes, or refund rate, can cover part of these costs. This process is explained by the
refurbishment loop R2.

5.4

Phase 3: Refurbishment improvement loop R2

Refurbishment – refund rate – circular design.
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The refurbishment process is ramping up after its start two years ago. This process is vital in
the change to a circular business model, since enhancing the reuse of returns without a purpose to
reuse them is useless. In phase 2, refurbishment is an addition to the linear business case, but very
limited. In phase 3, the focus is on the extension of refurbishment by changes in product design, to
break the interrelation between RLE and refurbishment discussed in phase 2. Therefore, this phase
will look into the current refurbishment process and the role of product design. Consequently, this
will affect the linear focused processes causing people to oppose to the change. This leads to inertia
seen when including circular activities in the supply chain. The reason is that these activities,
like refurbishment, are not part of the responsible actor’s business goals, because those goals focus
on linear achievements. Therefore, the actor that is responsible for a specific main article group
(MAG) has no incentive to change the design focus to refurbishment and will prefer designs to
improve linear success.
“We are teaching ourselves, setting up workstations, defining rules and instructions
for the product.” INT 7
“Refurbishment does not have role in design, because there is no incentive to do so.
The business silo that is responsible for the product has to make a request, but this
will not happen. They have certain goals (PPM/KPI) which they have to reach. This
is connected with bonuses, so the important part is to succeed on the linear KPI’s.”
INT 5
“It is clear that closed box refurbishment is a start, but the real challenge and main
benefits are in used product or open box returns. Willingness to refurbishment is high,
but there are many limitations. To get support of management, proof of concept can
help.” Prjct 2
“Shortly, we now communicate that 60% of the products in RTP are refurbished, 30%
is part recovery, and 10% is scrapped.” INT 7
Moreover, responsible actors see the numbers communicated by the refurbishment team, which
strengthens their belief that the current process works. Analyzing the data of 2019 of returns,
scrap, and refurbishment in Europe demonstrates that the communicated numbers are optimistic.
The data shows that half of the products sent to RTP are actually refurbished and the registered
scrap rate is 30%, which is three times higher than what is communicated to the rest of the organization. By communicating more optimistic numbers, the perception that the current reuse
process is working is enhanced. The products with a damaged registration (DAM) have a more
fuzzy nature. It is unclear what exactly happens to those products, but it is assumed that these
products are used for part recovery. The part recovery or part harvesting happens on a very low
level and is in the current process often nothing more than harvesting accessories.
This connects with the findings in the preliminary analysis that shows that part recovery is
currently not a viable option for consumer electronics and proves to be the hardest to incorporate
for manufacturers. This is due to the optimized linear flow where production of new parts happens
at extremely low cost and the cost to recover returned parts quickly exceeds the cost of new parts.
Besides, it is arguable when putting used parts in new products if the product as a whole should
be considered new or refurbished. As long as refurbished products are considered less than a
new product, manufacturers will not use them in new products. An underlying problem found
is the inability to register recovered parts in the system infrastructure, which is not prepared
to track all the individual returned parts. Therefore, it is also hard to find out if harvested
parts are compatible with a specific return. Developing the system is important to differentiate
between parts salvaged from the product and accessories reused that come separate from the
product. Accessories are easier to reuse, especially when packed separately in the box. With the
information in this research, it is assumed that the majority of the products with DAM label are
scrapped eventually and only accessories are salvaged.
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“Some products are not repairable without breaking it. In those cases, we only check if
accessories are complete and if the main unit is working. We can harvest parts, which
are mostly complete accessory sets. If the right part, according to BOM, is not there,
we scrap it.” INT 7
Eventually, all decisions come down to the question whether there is a business case, which
comes down to costs. Without a reuse strategy, the only option is scrapping, depreciating the
BOM cost, which does not salvage any value. The goal is to gain more value from refurbishment than from sending the products to scrap, therefore the BOM cost are also depreciated in
the refurbishment process. The value created from reusing products is determined by subtracting
the additional cost to resell a product from the reduced sales price, defining this the refund rate.
To make refurbishment interesting, the refund rate must be positive, indicating that this process
regains more money than scrapping returns. OEMs can improve the refund rate by increasing
the amounts of refurbished products and benefit from economies of scale. In the current process,
the amount of returns suitable for refurbishment is still too low to achieve this. To still have the
advantage of economies of scale, the refurbishment process uses a high variety of products of over
1500 different SKUs. Reinvesting the earnings from the reuse process could help to compensate
the costs for refurbishment. Currently, the linear focus is a major restriction on improving refurbishment, so investing in circular designs should happen early in process for a biggest effect.
The value gained from refurbishment activities should be reinvested in these activities. Improving refurbishment should start as early in the process as possibly, which is product design.
Currently, design is a limiting factor in refurbishment because products are not designed for refurbishment, since responsible business entities do not have the incentive to push a design change.
Surprisingly, actors in the refurbishment process also indicated that they do not include design
in their processes, while the possibilities in their process are mostly decided in the design phase.
INT 7 indicates that with the repairability policy is sufficient for the refurbishment process, but
INT 5 claims that some products are even designed in opposite direction. Misalignments like
this attribute to the inertia, preferring non adoptive decisions over adoptive ones. Henceforth, to
achieve improvements in the refurbishment process requires a push to redesign products. This is
also acknowledge by interviewees, supporting the role of design in the refurbishment process.
“Start with the design. It will not work if you use a linear designed product in a circular
process.” INT 11
“There is no feedback loop from refurbishment to design, the company policy is repairability.” INT 7
“Circularity should be included as early as possible in innovations.” So, design? “Yes,
we can design products so that can be refurbished, but we are dependent on the request
from the business. Circular design come with higher cost, because products or parts
need to be made to last.” INT 5
To push for a redesign of products, requires a strategy that includes design and determine the
direction for redesign. Determining the right strategy depends on the focus of the change. Returns
can be differentiated by for example age, demand, value, or quantities, which can influence the
strategy for the product. In this case study the focus is on early returns, for which refurbishment
is potentially the best strategy. Therefore, it is assumed that the circular design changes will focus
on improving the refurbishability of products, resulting in a positive link between circular design
and refurbishment. To accomplish the design change, some actors express their concerns about the
radical changes required and the related costs. This has been refuted by different actors such as
the refurbishment team and design team, indicating that small changes like using screws instead
of glue can already improve the refurbishment of products. The increased cost per product are
very small, but have to be multiplied by the total sales volume of the product. This creates believe
that the total investment is not worthwhile considering the small quantities currently refurbished.
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“We are truly working on the question for every team: What should have priority?
Repair, recycling, refurbishment are good options, but we cannot do everything at once.”
INT 8
“Such extreme design changes so that a product lasts longer, also come with huge
production costs. Therefore, there are also limits to design for refurbishment.” INT 8
“Today’s products design is not suitable for refurbishment, not at all. We could improve
things in two area’s design to be repairable and refurbishable, use screws instead of clips.
Second, the consumer should repack properly so the product does not get damaged while
retrieving it.” INT 3
Adding to the complexity, the requirements to make the transition differ between silos. Therefore, good initiatives in specific silos can have bad outcomes for the circularity as a whole. On
the other hand, holistic approaches come with too many requirements to benefit all the different
needs in the organization. Both cases relate to inertia in the organization to accept the transition.
Therefore, the focus should be on changes for specific products in a holistic context. Without
considering the effects of changes on other silos, the total effect of the change can become negative. This means that changes can be owned by a specific business silo, but should be carried out
by a multidisciplinary team. Interviewees discussed some of these counter effective changes that
happened already.
“We moved recently for coffee packaging from Styrofoam to carton. Great for the planet,
but the packaging is so complex to reuse that the moment consumers are sending back
the product, they do not use the carton inside and therefore the product arrives back
at OEM broken and we have to scrap the product. Another example is the Airfryer. It
has a really nice shiny design, but it needs one scratch and you cannot remove it. The
scrap rate is very high due to that.” INT 3
“We can only replace razor head, which is the main issue regarding hygiene on the
razors. Removable razor heads with easy return policy shows fraud, where people order
a new razor, switch the razor head with a used one and return it.” Prjct 2
“Design does not always make the most convenient decisions. Suitable for recycling
includes that material must be able to be separate as well as possible. You can also
make a click finger that opens 3 times without breaking. Then linear and circular does
not have to bother each other.” INT 8

5.5

Phase 4: Circular business model R3

Refurbishment process – Circular business model – Actual sustainable – Circular KPI performance
– Refund rate – Circular Design
The adoption of a circular business model is the goal, which can be accomplished by stimulating
feedback loop R2 and activate feedback loop R3. To achieve this, refurbishment is used as a starting
point, since the better the refurbishment process works, the more interesting it will become to
adopt a circular business model. One of these circular business models is the subscription business
model, which is considered the most favorable one by interviewees. This is a proven model for, for
example bikes, washing machines, and cars. In this case study there is a pilot with Lumea, a hair
removal device, which has a high sales price but is only required for a short time by consumers.
These characteristics make the linear model inferior to the circular model. The changes needed
to reuse products on a large scale, will make it more profitable to use models were products keep
coming back. As a consequence, investing in reuse processes is also implies indirectly accepting
the change to a different business model over time. This is a step that not all actors are willing to
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take, since they consider dealing with returns from the linear processes a necessity, which does not
require additional steps. Especially, actors whose responsibilities are closely related to the linear
process, only see the need for a parallel focus. As an example, some actors are working with the
reduction of returns, which is counter intuitive to circular initiatives that thrive on returns.
“We are completely focused on the linear model. We know that if you start leasing, you
can get products back after 2-3 months. These products must be refurbished, otherwise
we have a negative business model, but we can earn more money by bringing a product
multiple times to the market. This is what we are doing with Lumea, we aim on the
refurbishment first, then start leasing it and the model really becomes more profitable.”
INT 8
“In America we are already looking into subscription models, not for products but
for components. Think about the brushes for electric toothbrushes, where consumer
can take a subscription where every couple weeks new brushes arrive. We see the
subscription model as the future, especially focusing on refurbishment.” INT 1
“Until now there was no use to map requirements and specifications, but it must be
possible. The biggest win is in the first phase. In design, we make structural decisions,
but we have to deal with the consequences later.” INT 11
The motivation behind adopting a circular business model lies in this strategy, making organizations actually sustainable, as this model aims to reuse products as high in the value chain as
possible. Where terms as recycling and refurbishment have a sustainable image and appeal to
imagination, the opposite happens for circular business models like the subscription model. This
is due to the limited available knowledge about circular business models that consists mostly of
new organizations using a circular business model from the start. Organizations and people that
have been using the linear model for decades are more conservative and hold on to the proven and
still effective linear business model.
“We must give early returns a second live. Therefore, firstly we have to understand
why they return. Secondly, if it is a quality issue than we have to solve that as well in
our production process. Finally, we should be able to clean it, put another brush on it,
repack, and sell.” INT 9
The examples of Lumea and electric toothbrushes clearly show the difference between products
within the case study. Continuing to push the change to a subscription model equally for both
products might cause resistance and a preference for the incumbent system. Silos that are actual sustainable will have to change their performance indicators according to circular standards,
embracing the positive effects of returns. Putting more emphasis on performance indicators, allocating more budget to improve reusability of products. This has a positive effect on the refund
rate, which the organization can reinvest in circularity. Current believe suggests that all parts of
the business should move at the same speed, which is hard due to the different nature of products.
It is already the case that some products are ready to move to phase 4, while others are still in the
first phase. This results in different needs and interests, where products that remain in the early
phases might resist the change. Finally, interviewees indicated the role of circular knowledge as
a stimulation to R3 directly. The idea is that perceived circularity also make people more aware
of circular possibilities. Since, linear and circular KPIs also have similarities, circular knowledge
can have a direct effect on circular KPIs. This provides the opportunity for actors working on
circularity to clearly communicate successes that will add to circular awareness and knowledge
within the organization.
“There are people within this OEM who do not understand the value of circularity,
if people do not have sufficient knowledge will slow down the change. Knowledge can
become the bridge between linear and circular. Now linear KPIs and circular KPIs are
completely separated, but there is an overlap.” INT 5
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“Perceived sustainability can become the first step to show it works and people become
willingly to make the second step. Sustainability will come slowly in peoples mind. It
is a transition for which small steps are important to make big steps. People must
become aware that there are more ways to earn money and other choices are possible,
perceived sustainable can prove helpful.” INT 8

5.6

Conclusion

The causal loop diagram (CLD) discussed demonstrates the existence of different phases in the
transition to a circular business model. Each product has its own trajectory, which divides the
products over the different phases. In the beginning of the transition, products are in phase 1.
This phase describes the the linear business model without reuse processes. Adding a reuse process
in parallel to the linear business model moves products to phase 2. This process is inefficient and
requires improvements to grow at the expense of the linear model, which is phase 3. Due to the
effects on the linear process, resistance grows among silos whose products are unsuitable for reuse
against the transition causing inertia. Overcoming inertia and making products suitable for reuse,
provides a better match with a circular business model in phase 4.
The generated model shows that starting a parallel process to start handling returns does
not directly cause inertia. This shows that the willingness to become more sustainable by using
refurbishment is present. Even though the strategy for refurbishment as the main form of reuse
is still undefined, in phase 2 refurbishment is introduced with success since the organization is
willing to invest resources. The quantitative analysis shows that refurbishment in this phase
is not economically attractive and differences between products exist. Generally, this OEM is
currently moving towards phase 3, as most products are in phase 2. In this step, improvements
in refurbishment require changes to the linear processes that cause inertia.
Combining the results from the quantitative analysis and the causal loop diagram demonstrates
that the transition consists of multiple phases and products are in different phases. Most products
were suitable for reuse under the specific conditions in phase 2, giving the impression the OEM as
a whole is ready to move towards phase 3. In fact, some products still reside in phase 1 and other
products are not ready to move towards the next phase. Specific examples of products that are
in phase 4 give belief that the transition to circular business models is profitable. Consequently,
concerns against this transition of silos whose products are still in the first two phases are labelled
as unwillingness to change of those silos. To determine if this label is correct requires a quantitative
base for objective decision making. Targeting the above in the next chapter, an analysis about
the main obstacles identified by interviewees is presented. A method then follows to quantify the
decision on whether improvements for a particular product are worth it and the preferred design
direction.
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Chapter 6

Post Analysis
The CLD in figure 5.1 shows why problems with refurbishment grow over time and put some
important claims forward on why people hold on to the incumbent system. Most products in this
case study are in phase 2 and the OEM tries to move them to phase 3, while more resistance
against these changes emerge. This is a logical reaction for phase 3, because this phase will affect
the linear business model directly. This effect will be even more visible when moving towards
phase 4, since many products are currently not suitable for a circular business model and sometimes even require a complete redesign. Meanwhile, it is not certain that achieving high forms of
reuse is possible for all products and a recycling strategy might be a better fit for these products.
Consequently, by considering the transition to a circular business model as a single change for
all products without phases might cause inertia. This chapter then goes deeper in to why this
transition becomes more complicated after phase 2 and how to overcome these complications.
Interviewees indicate the awareness in the organization that the transition becomes more complicated. Analyzing the interviews provide seven main themes. This chapter will go deeper into
these themes by discussing them in three subchapters. The first subchapter will discuss the (1)
strategy; the second subchapter will discuss the return process and includes (2) market, (3) testing,
and (4) RLE; and the last subchapter is on final product design and discusses the (5) differentiation between products and (6) redesign strategies. The final theme are is related to (7) costs and
underlies most other themes. Therefore, it will be part of the discussion of the other six themes
and will not be discussed separately. An overview with all related and complete quotes of this
chapter is shown in Appendix D.

6.1

Strategy

Deviating from a proven and still good working business model seems contradictory, but INT 12
explains the necessity:
“All B2C businesses have linear production that makes us vulnerable because we only
have 100 years of raw material left. It took us a 100 years to optimize the linear flow, so
we better start now with circular and optimize it before the raw materials are finished.”
INT 12
To accomplish this, OEMs need to change the complete business architecture for a currently
small problem, which contradicts common sense. Besides, the new business model will always be
compared to the linear business model that has been optimized for decades resulting inferior. In
order to accomplish the transition, a widely supported strategy is needed, otherwise it will be
impossible to get all actors aligned.
“Need to change the complete architecture, but there is no business case for it. From
a total business point of view it is only 2-3% of revenue. Are we going to redesign all
products for this small change?” Prjct 2
“Looking at the complete linear process that is completely thought out with checks and
a massive process. Meanwhile, the refurbishment process is still in its infancy” INT 10
OEMs are unable to define this strategy. The main issue identified is that actors search for a
single strategy that fits all returns, enforcing the same strategy to products with different characteristics and needs. This is due to a large product portfolio causing a wide range of returns,
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which require different strategies to reuse. The quantitative analysis demonstrated the differences
between products and the strategy should fit the needs resulting from this.
Interviewees indicated that the problems come from the different silos and inability to identify
the right levers, while the aim stays on creating the same structure for all products. INT 8 even
directly said that separate structures for different products is not favorable, but focusing only on
a one size fits all solution limits the possibilities. The quantitative data shows that it is more
likely that the problems emerge from the differences in products characteristics. Silos responsible
for these products are the visualization of the problem, but not the root cause. As a result, some
interviewees focus on dismantling of the silos, which they consider the cause on why a single
strategy is failing. In fact, the inability to identify the right levers connects to failure to recognize
differences between products.
“We have started without strategy and the problems are getting worse. The challenge
is that this is a big company with lots of silos to make a change quickly.” INT 5
“We can identify many levers, but we need concrete examples. It is multidisciplinary in
nature, quality, service, cost, reliability, function aspects, business models, and many
more.” INT 13
“I wonder how can we set up a system that benefits various silos, but most optimally
for all of us. We should not have separate structures for different products. We have
to work together horizontally, which is why getting rid of the silos is so important. We
must work together.” INT 8

6.2

Return process

In this section, the topics market, testing, and reverse logistics effectiveness (RLE) are discussed
due to their close relation to the return process.

6.2.1

Market

The focus of this research is to look at the changes within the organization, but internal processes
are not separated from the organization’s environment. In fact, the market is eventually the goal
of the refurbished products and could help to determine the right strategy. To illustrate this, it
is assumed that there is only demand for refurbished products if they are combined with high
discounts. The low selling price makes it harder to cover the cost of the refurbishment process,
induce organizations to pursue other strategies. Therefore, the reputation of refurbishment is
important, but also the experiences consumers have buying refurbished products.
“I think there is an improvement in branding of refurbishment instead of focusing
on bargain hunters. If people buy a refurbished product and see signs of use, they
become even more skeptical. This hurts the reputation of refurbishment and our brand.”
INT 10
“We set the price at 50% to lower consumers expectations. This of course is not in
line with our ambitions, but it is the easiest approach while starting up.” Mail 1
The infancy of refurbishment has led to bad consumer experiences, leading to lower prices and
targeting bargain hunters. Since refurbishment comes with additional costs, the lower price presses
hard on the profitability of refurbishment. In fact, it also explains why currently refurbishment
only handles returns that are in mint condition, as it minimizes the chance of bad consumer
experiences. Thus, on the one hand, organizations need higher prices to cover the additional cost
of the refurbishment process and implement improvements, while on the other hand, the current
process does not achieve the necessary quality. Moreover, the low prices can lead to price erosion
resulting in lower new prices due to the cheap refurbished product’s price or cannibalization, where
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consumer who would have bought a new product at full price buy a refurbished product with a
discount. On the contrary, high prices can reduce sales of refurbished products, with consumers
preferring to pay the full price and prevent the risk of purchasing a used product. Despite the
previous, if organizations fail to decide, third parties will start doing it outside the control of the
organization. This enlarges the effect of price erosion and cannibalization when third parties sell
at even lower prices, since these third parties do not consider the same quality standards. The
negative experiences would still reflect on the OEM, but not on the third party.
“Pricing strategy is extremely important. Which product we do or do not refurbish
and for which price, so that you have no price erosion or cannibalization. However,
if we do not decide and do it ourselves, someone else will start doing. The advantage
of doing it yourself is that you are in control, otherwise someone else does it and the
price is even lower.” INT 8
“The goal of refurbishment is to make sure the product meets specifications. Having a
lower price for a refurbished product with the same specifications as a new products is
not done. Then you cannibalize your own market.” INT 6
“For cannibalization, we did research on a number of users. Products are refurbished
anyhow, if it is not by us than by someone else and you suffer much more from it.
Third parties do it without our control, resulting in much lower price and lower quality
without our control. The negative consumer experience mainly focuses on our brand.”
INT 8
Nevertheless, contact with the marketing team shows that they agree that with the current
maturity of refurbishment, the quickest win is pricing. The refurbish portfolio represents 3% of
all returns, so effectively is less than 0.5% of all sales. This means that effects of price erosion and
cannibalization are negligible in the current situation, but will gain importance when quantities
increase.
“I believe that because we are relatively early in the stage of working with refurbished
products the Consumer Journey and proposition is not fully implemented yet. Hence
the quickest/first win is pricing, where actually you would want to offer the consumer
a better experience and/or do not only focus on discount seekers.” Mail 1
“If the product is clean it must be acceptable, even if it has been on for a few hours.
They get a 50% discount so you have to accept it.” INT 8
The main reason for the low price is the risk consumers have when buying a refurbished
product. In this regard, OEMs can also increase the sales price and ensure replacement for the
consumer. More important is to built improve testing and setting up checks in the refurbishment
process. Currently, the refurbishment process is unable to overcome the quality concerns and
requires product to be in good shape to be suitable for refurbishment, limiting possibilities. The
next subsection goes deeper into potential testing strategies.

6.2.2

Testing

To ensure the right quality a rigorous testing process must be in place for refurbishment, but
this is a costly process because products are not designed to be tested. In the linear process
testing happens in batches within the production process at a specific moment when all products
are new. This is different in the refurbishment process, where each product requires to be tested
individually after being shipped around the world and most likely touched by consumers. Without
reuse, there would never be a reason to design products to be tested. Even then, testing is not
a priority, since the possible testing equipment is expensive and not worth the small amount of
refurbished products.
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“Design is ultimately responsible for what the product looks like, so who is ultimately
responsible for refurbishment? What checks are there before the product reaches the
consumer?” INT 10
“Testing requires the original equipment to be effective. In the factory they have this.
Now we want to test again later, which is expensive, so we need large quantities.”
INT 13
.
“For most products we have end-of-line testers (at least) in production to maintain and
monitor quality, but these only take into account the full device.” Mail 3
To reduce the risk of bad consumer experiences the amount of false positives should be reduced.
False positives include products with shortcomings from refurbishment, like hygiene or damage,
that end up in the sales channel. Making risk assessments for different products can improve the
required checks. On top of this, the refurbishment process should differentiate between products or
even parts to determine testing possibilities, such as distinguishing between stationary parts and
moving parts; (half-)medical devices and non-medical; or food and non-food helps in setting up
testing targets. The main concerns with testing are the high costs, including the costly individual
product assessments. Lastly, it must be incorporated in the reverse logistics process, which is not
setup yet. The next subsection will go deeper into reverse logistics.
“Per part type, a risk assessment must be created, and merge it into the existing FMEAs
to see how it worsens the current values. For some products a simple check and cleaning
can be enough. Other parts that are moving: motors, pumps can degrade over time/get
damaged during transport and require testing.” Mail 3
“It is a matter of cost, to assess the product, you have to open the box, test the product
in warehouse. A warehouse delivers pallets from factories to retailers, but cannot make
a quick and good assessment.” INT 3

6.2.3

Reverse Logistics effectiveness

The refurbishment process is not effective enough to cover the additional costs, mainly due to the
low RLE and refurbishment efficiency. It seems that improving the refurbishment process should
be the first priority, so that it will later pull investments in RLE. Nevertheless, there is still waste
in reverse processes that can be addressed before a proper refurbishment process is in place and by
doing so, it will stimulate refurbishment. This research did not find evidence that improvements
in RLE relate to inertia, so it is not further elaborated. Since it does improve the refurbishment
quantities and affects the decision making, a short overview is given on possible improvements.
• Scrap from the refurbishment process must be sent back to the manufacturer by the third
party before it is sent to another third party for scrapping. Processes like this result in
unnecessary cost
• Refurbished products are sent back to the market they originate from, due to packaging
language, power plug type, and DFU language. This makes the return process inflexible, since
the refurbished product has to be sent to the originating market.
• Wrongly packed returns arrive damaged back at the manufacturer and are unsuitable for
refurbishment. Even without an optimal implementation of these packaging improvements the
change will be push forward in time, as it improves the amount of returns in good condition that
are suitable for refurbishment.
“Focus must be on how to repack and reduce waste, because in many cases the product
is damaged and must be scrapped. Therefore, the outside packaging strong enough to
survive shipping and inside, design to easily return product.” Prjct 1
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6.3

Circular Product Design

Inertia relates mainly when redesigning products, while changing from a linear to circular product
design can drive the change to a circular business model. Until now, the OEM was unable to overcome inertia, so design is still not included in the return process. Interviewees showed consensus
about two main problems, (1) all products must be part of the change and (2) the cost to redesign
them for reuse is too high. This subsection will go into more detail by first doing an in depth data
analysis to validate these claims and second discuss possible redesign directions.

6.3.1

Cost to redesign

The refurbishment process consists of three alternative paths depending on the condition of the
return. INT 7 indicates that 80% of the refurbishment goes through Flow 1, which is an assessment
of a new product in a damaged box. These products are either sold in the damaged box or repacked
in a brown box, demonstrating that overhaul options are limited and the refurbishment process
depends of products in good condition.
“There are mainly three routes; Flow 1 with sealed, originally packed products, but
visible damage on the box; Flow 2 where there is concern. Box is normally open, so
we check the product, do updates, repair, etc; Flow 3: Consumer has likely touched the
product, do a complete test, clean to bacteria level. It is assumed that the consumer
used the product. Roughly 80% at RTP is Flow 1, the other two flows need engineers
involvement.” INT 7
The goal is to increase the possibilities so that refurbishment is not solely dependent on returns
in good condition. This requires small changes in design to overcome the reasons products are not
suitable for refurbishment. For the current refurbishment quantities, the total effect of a marginal
increase of cost in each product is not considered to be worthwhile. This claim is tested on four
different products as shown in table 6.1. This shows that of the total sales quantity only a fraction
is sent to the refurbishment third party (RTP). At the RTP, not all products are refurbished
successfully, showing a lower rfrb sales quantity. The refurbishment (rfrb) sales price is set at 50%
of the initial sales price. Multiplying the rfrb sales price with the rfrb sales quantity provides the
value created by refurbishing those products. In this example, the total sum of the investment is
set at 24 cents, assuming it is triple the expected 8 cent cost increase. Multiplying the investment
by the sales quantity results in the total investment cost. To earn back the investment, the total
refurbishment sales quantity has to increase by the percentage given in the last column. This
shows that investments are worthwhile if the increase in refurbished products meets the target
percentage.
“There are many processes and costs, overhead, R&D, profit, factory price. That means
that if you raise 2 to 8 cents in materials, the effect on the cost price can be triple and
more than 20 cents. With the enormous sales quantities, the effects will be significant”
INT 13
“We have not been involved in product design for a long time, because we knew if the
business model is not set up to get products back, we can design for refurbishment but
we will not get them back. Lumea was therefore also a trigger, the first products come
back and people have struggles with refurbishment. Then it also becomes interesting for
the business.” INT 8
.
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Table 6.1: Cost analysis
Prdct
ID
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG
MAG

Sales
Qty
3
17
25
26
28
37

200000
100000
300000
250000
250000
50000

Sent
to
rfrb
8%
17%
6%
15%
16%
20%

Rfrb
sales
qty
200
1.400
50
400
850
1500

Initial
sales
price
e250,00
e40,00
e60,00
e85,00
e80,00
e500,00

Rfrb
sales
price
e125,00
e20,00
e30,00
e42,50
e40,00
e250,00

Value
created

Inv.
cost

Target
%

e27.000
e28.000
e1.500
e16.000
e33.500
e370.000

e48.000
e24.000
e72.000
e60.000
e60.000
e12.000

275%
185%
4900%
475%
285%
103%

The analysis in table 6.1 shows the differences between products in investment costs and related
effects. Understanding how to determine if a small investment is worthwhile is helpful for OEMs
that pursue sustainability. Quantifying decisions can also uncover the source of inertia. Comparing
the target percentage with the possible effect can prove to actors that the investment is worthwhile
or vice versa. To elaborate, if the actor is resisting to invest while the data demonstrates that
the investment is profitable relates to known types of inertia. On the other hand, if the actor is
resisting to invest and the data proves that the investment is indeed loss making relates to system
inertia.
“Everything depends on the product we are talking about. For a baby bottle, a few uses
may render the silicone part useless/unsafe. But the cup part may be reusable. If we
talk about an IPL, if undamaged, the whole device can be refurbished.” Mail 3
.
“For refurbishment, I think there are two main decisions: Which products? and what
quality? Not all products will be fit for refurbishment, simply because the margins are
too small, hygiene, or design (waterproof ). Thereafter you decide the quality. Do you
accept a lower quality, same quality, or better quality for refurbished products. At the
moment we are learning about refurbishment and we do not know we reach the same
quality, but then you have to ask a lower price.” INT 4
.
The calculations from table 6.1 can be done for multiple investments, showing the increase in
refurbishment required to break even on the investment. Once the target quantity is known, actors can make an assessment if the potential effect of the investment will meet the required target.
For example, the numbers show that for an investment of 8 cents, MAG 26 needs to refurbish 50
times the amount of the current refurbishment quantity to break even, while MAG 38 only needs
a small increase. This does not mean that MAG 26 is less suitable, since it is still possible that
the required investment will have the required effect. Silos that are responsible for specific MAGs
can use this information and make an assessment of investments and the target quantities. The
next step would be to look into the returns of the products sent to scrap and analyze what design
changes can improve the refurbishability and calculate the costs of the change and the expected
effect. Finally, calculate the target quantity which makes it worth the investment. This analysis
shows that the small investment indeed comes with high costs to implement in all products, but
proves that the small increase of products that become suitable for refurbishment can compensate
this cost. More interesting are the differences between product groups, proving that a one size
fits all solution will not work. Responsible silos have the sales data to make better connections
between sales, returns, and product design to improve the accuracy.
r defines the reason that a specific product is sent to scrap.
t defines the time product P is sent to scrap.
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Therefore, rt is a specific product scrapped for reason r at time t
T Defines the time frame taken into account, in the examples in this research a period
of 12 months is used.
.
The summation of all products sent to scrap for reason r over time t=1 till T gives the potential
additional refurbishment quantity (PARQ) if products with reason r can be refurbished.
T
X

rt = P ARQr

(6.1)

t=1

Next, the organization should analyze solutions to become able to refurbish products that are
scrapped for reason r and quantify the cost to redesign per product. This cost is the investment
needed to become able to refurbish products that are scrapped for reason r. Multiplying investment
r by the total sales quantity of product P gives the total investment. Dividing the total investment
by the sales price of product P after refurbishment, gives the amount of additional refurbished
products required to cover the investment. In example, to cover the investment of 50 cents per
product on a sales quantity of 20,000 products during 12 months with a refurbishment sales price
of 80 euro, results in a required quantity of 125 additional products per year to be refurbished to
cover the costs of the investment.
PT

Sales qtyt · Investmentr
= Required quantityr
(6.2)
Ref urbishment sales price
Equation 6.2 can demonstrate the effect of the pricing decision discussed in the market section.
Table 6.2 shows the effects of three different discounts on five MAGs. This example is based on
an investment of 8 cents per product and visualizes the differences between products. In table
6.2 the total investment has already been calculated by multiplying the sales quantity with the
investment for reason r results in the total investment. The current mark down of 50% requires
a significantly higher amount of refurbished products than the 15% used in the market. This
underlines that the pricing decision not only relates to the market position, but to the internal
requirements for success as well.
t=1

T
X

Sales qtyt · Investmentr = T otal investmentr

(6.3)

t=1

“When we look at global average we see that pricing is about 15% discounted vs a
products new price” Mail 1
Table 6.2: Effect of refurbishment sales price
Prdct ID

MAG 4

MAG 17

MAG 26

MAG 28

MAG 37

Total Investmentr
Sales price
Current rfrb sales qty

e48.000
e250,00
200

e24.000
e40,00
1.400

e60.000
e85,00
400

e60.000
e80,00
850

e12.000
e500,00
1500

50% discount req qty
Increase percentage

384
292%

1200
186%

1412
453%

1500
276%

48
103%

35% discount req qty
Increase percentage

295
248%

923
166%

1086
371%

1154
236%

37
102%

15% discount req qty
Increase percentage

226
213%

706
150%

830
308%

882
204%

28
102%
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The decision on whether the investment is worthwhile or not comes from equation 6.5, that
multiplies the PARQ by the effectiveness of the refurbishment process. This effectiveness is the
result of dividing the ’products that are successful refurbished and sent to the sales channel’ by
’total amount of products sent to the RTP’. This results in a refurbishment effectiveness between
0 and 1. As a result, an outcome of 0.5 means that 50% of the products sent to RTP are actually
refurbished.
PT

Actual ref urbished products
= Ref urbishment ef f ectiveness
PT
t=1 P roducts sent to RT P

t=1

(6.4)

Multiplying the PARQr with the refurbishment effectiveness provides the potential amount of
salable refurbished products. If this potential is larger than the required quantity of equation 6.2,
then the investment is worth it. To determine this, OEMs can use equation 6.5, where an outcome
between 0 and 1 indicates that the investment to refurbish products for reason r is worthwhile.
Outcomes > 1 indicate that the investment is not recouped by the refurbishment process. In these
cases, OEMs can still decide to make the investment to stimulate the refurbishment process.
Required quantityr
<1
P ARQr · Ref urbishment ef f ectiveness

(6.5)

“Maybe it better to look at specific products that have more potential and calculate what
the effects are. Most types of a product have the same architecture and based on the
same concept.” INT 13
.
Not all potential suitable products are successfully refurbished, showing the effect off refurbishment effectiveness on the return process. In table 6.3 an example is given of five MAGs and
different levels of refurbishment efficiency. For MAG 27, in the current setting, it is not sufficiently effective to improve the refurbishment efficiency alone. This analysis contributes to the
expectation that the OEM should differentiate between products. Making the purchase decision
for testing equipment, the OEM can determine the expected refurbishment efficiency with and
without the testing equipment.
Table 6.3: Effect of refurbishment efficiency
Prdct ID

MAG 4

MAG 17

MAG 26

MAG 28

MAG 37

PARQ
Req qty
Current efficiency %

1600
384
13%

800
1200
51%

2000
1412
33%

2000
1500
57%

400
48
68%

Current efficiency
60% efficiency
70% efficiency
80% efficiency
90% efficiency

1,85
0,40
0,34
0,30
0,27

2,94
2,50
2,14
1,88
1,67

2,14
1,18
1,01
0,88
0,78

1,32
1,25
1,07
0,94
0,83

0,18
0,20
0,17
0,15
0,13

These equations show the importance of previous discussed sections. The pricing strategy and
RLE have a significant impact in equation 6.2. Knowing which variables are needed to determine if investments are worthwhile, OEM can invest in more accurate numbers. Variables like the
sales quantity, refurbishment sales price and refurbishment effectiveness of product P are already
available, so the goal would be to get accurate data related to investment cost and the reasons
products are scrapped. To get this data, first, an analysis of random samples from products that
are sent to scrap should provide insights on why products are sent to scrap. Second, a product
tear down and/or cost analysis gives a good indication of the required investment per product.
Eventually, these equations can be extended by adding for example the additional shipping cost,
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refurbishment cost, or holding costs.
In practice it is inefficient to assess all returns sent to scrap individually to determine the
reason a product is unsuitable for refurbishment. Analyzing samples is a faster method to find
common reasons products are sent to scrap. The downside is that samples are less accurate
when determining the PARQ and it is a costly venture to check thousands of returns one by
one. The two unknown variables at any moment in time is the required investment and PARQ,
while other variables like refurbishment efficiency, refurbishment sales price, and sales quantities
are known. OEMs are able to determine the investment by identifying the reason and conduct
a multidisciplinary assessment with for example cost engineers, design, finance, responsible silo,
and refurbishment team. Combining equation 6.2 and 6.5 provides a more practical approach
for OEMs to make the investment assessment. Using equation 6.6 OEMs can determine required
PARQ to break even and compare that with the estimated quantity from the sample.
PT

t=1 Sales qtyt · Investmentr
< P ARQr
Ref urbishment sales price · Ref urbishment ef f ectiveness

(6.6)

Table 6.4 demonstrates how OEMs can use equation 6.6 to determine if a decision is worthwhile.
Based on the current markdown of 50% and the investment of 8 cents per product mentioned by
interviewees, shows the PARQ required per year to earn back this investment. This allows the
OEM to check whether this is feasible on the basis of a sample. If the required PARQ is too high,
OEMs can quickly determine if a change in for example sales price makes a differences.
Table 6.4: Example for equation 6.6
Product ID

MAG 4

MAG 17

MAG 26

MAG 28

MAG 37

Sales qty
Return qty
Sent to rfrb
Rrfb qty
Rfrb efficiency
Sales price
Total investment

200.000
20.000
1.500
200
13%
e250,00
e48.000

100.000
10.000
2.750
1.400
51%
e40,00
e24.000

250.000
25.000
1.200
400
33%
e85,00
e60.000

250.000
25.000
1.500
850
57%
e80,00
e60.000

50.000
5.000
2.200
500
23%
e500,00
e12.000

PARQ
% of returns

2.880
14%

2.357
24%

4.235
17%

2.647
11%

211
4%

Finally, this research argued that OEMs should increase the sales price to the market average of
85% of its original price and improve the refurbishment effectiveness to 70%. The higher sales price
will reduce the effects of price erosion and cannibalization, positively affecting the refurbishment
strategy. Testing has a vital role in both variables, which is one of the main priorities combined with
modular designs. Achieving both goals should lower the threshold for the investment decisions.
Table 6.5 shows the PARQ based on suggested discount and refurbishment effectiveness. Compared
to the outcome of 6.4, the outcomes of 6.5 seem more realistic to realise. To further stimulate
refurbishment, OEMs should only select products that are suitable for refurbishment or have the
potential after an investment. This provides a method to quantify decision making and reveal
the source of inertia. A positive result indicates that the resistance from a silo is not founded in
the system, making human and resource inertia likely sources. if the result is negative, the silo
was right that the transition is not applicable for the specific product. In the current structure,
all silos have to follow the same strategy, but silo’s performance indicators do not consider this
holistic view. The silos that only endure the negative effects resist. The source of inertia in this
case is embedded in the organizational structure. Since the transition has negative outcomes for
some parts of the organization, in this case silo’s responsible for specific products, but the whole
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transition slows down. Important is that the negative effects are determined objectively, since
subjective belief of silos that the effects are negative, can emerge from known sources of inertia.
Table 6.5: PARQ with 15% discount and 70% effectiveness
Product ID

MAG 4

MAG 17

MAG 26

MAG 28

MAG 37

PARQ
% of returns

323
2%

1008
10%

1186
5%

1261
5%

40
1%

To analyze scrap and the reasons why products are scrapped instead of refurbished is key for
the redesigning process. The question of how to redesign is not as straight forward as it seems,
since it depends on the design strategy used. The next subsection will go deeper into different
design strategies for circular designs.
“Products do not necessary need big design changes to become more refurbishable, in
design have a methodology DFMA (Design for manufacturing and assembly). This
includes options to simplify assembly and combine parts. Instead of 3-4 different parts,
combine them in a single part.” INT 13
.
“Other products, like shaver or hand mixer are not designed for repair unable to repair
without breaking the product. For these products we only check complete accessories
and test if main unit works.” INT 7
.

6.3.2

Design for modularity

There are several design strategies for reuse and different phases require different directions. Being
unaware of these phases lead to different expectations for the best design strategy. To determine
the right strategy requires multiple perspectives, including linear and circular perspectives. Moving
products from phase 2 to phase 3 requires including more redesign options. Only considering
the circular perspective will cause inertia, as this harms the linear goals. In example, investing
durability results in higher costs and longer product life time, which is detrimental in a linear
model that minimizes cost and shortens product life-cycles. In total six strategies are identified
by interviewees (see Appendix E):
• Durability
• Compatibility
• Adaptability

• Standardization
• Upgrade-ability
• Modularity

“To change products you have to look from multiple perspectives, so you need people
with multiple backgrounds.” INT 13
.
“Until now there has been no point in mapping requirements and specifications for
redesign. The biggest profit you get in the initial phase. If you make structural choices
in design, you are left with the consequences.” INT 11
.
The direction of design is still undecided and there is no single best option. This is why, it is
important to determine the scope of the process first, before deciding where to focus the design on.
The main concern at the moment are early returns, which are relative new products and hold the
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most value. Therefore, considering upgradability is less important, since early returns are still up
to date and do not require upgrades. Moreover, changes in product life time and standardization
have a negative effect on the linear model and should therefore be delayed till a circular business
model becomes dominant. The only strategy interviewees reached consensus about is modularity,
where parts of the product are interchangeable. This strategy can increase refurbishment directly
and aligns with future development once older products are taken into account for refurbishment.
This also relates partly to standardization, but can focus on none essential parts for value creation
and merge multiple parts to increase repairability.
“Components are either standard or engineering parts, if you want to make a success
of refurbishment standard parts will be a big help. These parts are interchangeable
between products and traceable to determine for example the age and specs.” INT 12
“I would make it as modular as possible. Design has many stages and gates to check
whether it meets all requirements, so that should not form a problem. On the other
hand, from now to bring this to the consumer takes more than 5 years easily.” INT 10
Becoming aware of the time delay, design direction, and requirements is a first step, but the
OEM still fails to implement this. One aspect are the different silos requiring multidisciplinary
projects. This contradicts with interviewees belief that the focus should be on dismantling the
silos, which is more disruptive for the organization. Another aspect are the product characteristics.
The preliminary analysis demonstrated the existence of differences between products related to
refurbishment. Addressing these differences, identifying suitable products for refurbishment, and
moving the focus towards these products could be the next step. Thereafter, OEMs should focus
on reasons why products are not suitable for refurbishment and redesign products accordingly.
“Becoming circular is a complete new way of thinking, it requires a new mindset. To
adopt this, we can think in a modular direction and do a function analysis, where
you classify parts per function. How do we integrate this function in our products?
And then make it modular so we can change it later? To start addressing this, we
should find out: is there low hanging fruit? Can we analyze production and see if
there are some products that have more potential? Lets start with those. Identify if it
already has some modular features or are naturally more modular, this is the case for
bigger products like vacuums and air purifiers, airfryer, and coffee machines have clear
organs/parts that have clear functions bringing more possibilities. Therefore, we should
look at product characteristics if it is suitable for modular design. How can we change
parts so they become interchangeable and reusable. It is important to learn what are
the most common failures when using the product. Why are the complaints, faults, or
defects in our products at consumers. We can improve in a product, but if the product
ends up in the bin anyway, then why should we care?” INT 13
“Simplify repairs can possibly reduce cost price. What parts fails first and make those
interchangeable.” INT 8
.
Concluding, the focus should move on modular designs. OEMs should improve the repairability
of products, by enabling to easily exchange an old module for a new one. Later, with testing of
modules in place, the OEMs can salvage a module and reuse it in another return, fulfilling the
part harvesting ambitions. This will already prove to be a complicated step considering the low
price of new modules. Therefore, to align with sustainability goals, the OEM should not compare
the costs to reuse a part of another return with the costs of a new module. A better alternative
is to consider the costs in the total reuse process and determine if it is worthwhile. As a result,
the modular strategy will grow with the circular ambitions when modules of different product
generations are interchangeable and enables upgradability. Admittedly, this is too much in the
current business architecture and believed to limit innovation. Likewise, adopting modularity
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will enable standardization later, when modules become interchangeable at SKU level or even
MAG level, which is currently unthinkable. Eventually it comes down to the point where redesign
strategies have positive effects on the reusability of products and refurbishment can cover the
related cost. Actors in this process are already concerned about the effects of later steps because
they translate this to the current situation. To overcome this, a clear strategy is required, which
is the category with which this chapter started.
“You always have wear or innovation, if you can upgrade those components and the
rest of the product lasts, products becomes more durable.” INT 11
“If you are already compatible with another generation, you are already one step ahead
than you are now. When innovation comes, you have to go further and not limit
yourself.” INT 11

6.4

Conclusion

To overcome inertia, actors are using many levers to push the transition without strategy, which
works counter effective. To create a strategy to overcome inertia in this transition, the challenges
in market, testing, RLE, cost to redesign, and design direction are discussed.
A low refurbishment sales price is unfavorable from both the market and business points of
view, but is insurmountable due to bad consumer experiences. To overcome this, a rigorous
testing process should be in place, but requires investment in expensive testing equipment. Improving testing also contributes to the refurbishment effectiveness, since it can assess the quality
for products that er not in mind condition and are currently not suitable for refurbishment for
this reason.
RLE is currently not a priority, because it requires a better refurbishment process to cover the
additional costs. Possible improvements that can be done in advance include: sent scrap from
RTP directly to responsible third party; make products less market specific; redesign packaging
to make it suitable for return shipment.
The main change is redesign of products, that creates more possibilities in refurbishment. The
cost to redesign form the main obstacle, as small costs per product have big effects on the total
costs and refurbishment is too small to recoup this investment. OEMs can use the equations
provided in this chapter, to quantify these claims and determine if the net effect of the investment
is positive. This investment assessment will show if the resistance of a specific silo against the
change is founded and can reveal the source of inertia. In case the assessment provides a positive
decision for the investment, the source of inertia is most likely human or resource related. On
the other hand, if the decision for investment is negative and thus in line with silo’s view, inertia
emerges from the system. These investments should focus on making products more modular.
This improves the repairability now, but also creates improvements in product life time on the
long term.
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Discussion
7.1

General

The causal loop diagram in chapter 5 reflects the current situation in this case study, but to use it
in other settings a general CLD is needed. Figure 7.1 shows this generalized CLD which is applicable to more organizations. The model shows three feedback loops, namely: linear business model
R1; parallel reuse loop B1; and circular loop R1. The main idea of this general model compared
to the case specific model remains the same. The issue visualized by this model is that actors in
the linear business model do not directly financially benefit from reuse activities, which is hard to
overcome in a cost driven business model. A circular business model is a better fit with a reuse
strategy, but will incur huge delays to implement. In this case study the delays following from
design alone could be of 5 to 10 years. Achieving a circular business model is actually sustainable
and, in the case of Lumea, more profitable. This results in more commitment, resource allocation,
and investments.
It is important that feedback loop R2 is activated before the investments in circularity are
stopped and OEMs accept lower reuse options resulting from quick wins. Since both loops are
reinforcing, the manufacturer should invest sufficient resources for the duration of the transition
to reach the tipping point. Thereafter, the change is imminent and loop R2 will become dominant.
In this case, the assumption is that the relation between reuse processes and perceived sustainable will become weaker as people will see the positive effects of becoming actually sustainable.
To reach the tipping point, the manufacturer in this case study started by doing a little bit of
reuse where possible. The result was that the costs are higher and the value regained was low for
a selection of products, leading to more resistance of related actors to the transition over time.
This research believes that this is due to the focus on a one size fits all strategy, causing system
inertia in silos that only endure the negative effects. Hence, the tipping point will not be reached
and R1 remains dominant. To overcome this problem, manufacturers should focus on improving
products that are naturally more suitable for refurbishment, selected on an objective base of data
and multidisciplinary assessment.
This research found another path to stimulate the transition towards a circular business model.
A side effect of perceived sustainability, is that awareness and knowledge about circularity grows.
Actors can use this knowledge to become actual sustainable having a direct influence on the circular loop. So far, the link between circular knowledge and actual sustainable is feeble, but has
potential to push the transition further. Especially, when OEMs can stimulate circular knowledge
with training.
OEMs can use this CLD to understand products are divided over the different phases in this
transition and act accordingly for each product group.
Generalizing the results provides a roadmap to circular adoption for manufacturers, but overcoming inertia is more complicated. Indications of most known general types of inertia are visible:
(1) despite investing in the current refurbishment process, interviewees claim that more resources
are needed, indicating resource inertia; (2) adding the refurbishment process also shows that the
organization is willing to break routines, but people hold on to the routines relating to routine
inertia; (3) the need for external push from the market is present and used as reason the change
will not work, indicating external inertia; (4) Finally, people indicate that the current way of
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Figure 7.1: General CLD

working is effective, so why change? This makes human inertia a likely cause according to current
literature. It is clear that indications of different forms of inertia are present, but the organization
is unable to overcome them. This research found implications that this comes from the differences
between independent silos due to different product characteristics. Each silo works independently
and has different needs, which relates to inertia in two ways. First, silos working in their own
bubble miss the effects changes have on other silos and these silos will resist to the proposed
change. Second, success indicators keep product owners in the linear mindset. Changing them to
pursue for example a refurbishment strategy while their product is unsuitable for refurbishment,
causes resistance to the change as well. These two sources are not related to known types of
inertia, but they keep the manufacturer in the incumbent system while being aware and willing
to adapt alternative systems. In this case, this is due to linear effectiveness, unclear strategy,
and the absence of a change owner. To overcome these three aspects, actors should focus on
changes in RLE and product design. Without a proper reuse process it is unwise to invest to
get products back in the best shape possible because this comes with high costs. On the other
hand, to improve refurbishment products must return in the best shape possible. Therefore, by
redesigning products to make them suitable for reuse widens the reuse possibilities. Although, not
all products are suitable for refurbishment and forcing towards a single strategy will be ineffective.
Thus, manufacturers should differentiate between products, based on a refurbishment assessment
and investment assessment.
To do so, manufacturers should first make a refurbishment assessment based on: (1) Amount
of returns of MAG; (2) Refund rate of MAG; (3) Refurbishment success rate of MAG; and (4)
product age. Then make an investment assessment based on equation 6.6 and use the outcome
of the refurbishment and investment assessments to determine the potential of a refurbishment
strategy for this product. Using data to decide if a refurbishment strategy is fruitful for a product
makes the decision objective. Knowing the cost, the required resources and refurbish ability of a
product can reveal resource or human types of inertia. Likewise, it can prove that a refurbishment
strategy is not currently possible for the specific article group and could have negative effects.
Consequently, business owners can proof they have a well-founded reason to resist the adoption
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of a circular strategy for their domain. Failing to address this causes systems inertia and can be
misinterpreted as another form of inertia. This research was unable to identify if system inertia
is a separate type of inertia or a source of known types of inertia. Even so, its effect is shown by
inertial forces that are embedded in the organization’s system, which is not defined by other types
of inertia.

Figure 7.2: Refurbishment decision flow

Since the default is scrapping the returns, all products that are not suitable for reuse are sent
to scrap. For this reason, if both the refurbishment assessment and investment assessment do not
show possibilities for a reuse strategy, the business should focus on recycling. This is the least
favorite decision, so if the refurbishment assessment results in a negative advice to refurbish the
product, but with an investment can make the product suitable than a refurbishment strategy
should be considered. An overview of possible outcomes is provided in table 7.1. Over time the
products in refurbish strategy must be reassessed to continuously check if there are investments
that can improve the process using new insights gained. On the other hand, products that are
recycled can become suitable over time for refurbishment, because design change, return amount
increases, etc. On the long term, experiences with the recycling strategy should translated to the
refurbishment strategy as well. Since the refurbishment strategy should focus early returns, while
part of products returns age will prevent refurbishment and must be recycled.
Table 7.1: Possible outcomes
Positive refurbishment
assessment
Positive investment assessment
Negative investment
assessment

Refurbishment
Refurbishment

Negative
refurbishment assessment
Refurbishment / recycling
Recycling

The more reuse of products, the more interesting it becomes to adopt a circular business model
for these products. The target is now directly on the circular business model, which deviates too
much from the linear model that is currently used. The example of Lumea in this business case
shows that the transition can go naturally when a good reuse strategy is in place. Therefore, the
focus should also be on modular designs, while durable designs to extend the life time of a product
are a better fit for a circular business model.
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7.2

Theoretical implications

Academic literature discusses multiple types and sources of inertia, which are grouped in this research in four general types: routine, resource, external, and human inertia (Haag, 2014; Gilbert,
2005; Polites and Karahanna, 2012). This research contributes to the understanding of inertia
by finding a new source of inertia, which emerges from the organizational structure. The source
is named as system inertia and defined as an organization that stays on the current trajectory
due to systematic prevention for different actors to replace the incumbent system to the proposed
alternative. Although people being aware or unaware of the element of choice to continue the
status quo, inertia eventually is a conscious choice (Polites & Karahanna, 2012). This is also the
case for system inertia, but within the organizational structure the choice for the actor is also
founded. Hitherto, inertia is considered on organizational level or a specific silo, but this research
demonstrates that inertia can also emerge due to the structural setup between silos within an
organization. This will make it harder to determine the scope when examine inertia.
This source of system inertia differs from the sources of general types of inertia identified in
this research, but can be mistaken for a type that belongs to one of these general forms of inertia. To illustrate, two examples surfaced in this research where another type of inertia might be
identified as the cause of why people hold on to the incumbent system, while it related to systems
inertia. First, this research showed that for some products a small investment can have major
consequences for the total costs, while the benefits are minimal, making it a rational decision
not to allocate resources. Without knowing what the total effect is, one might misidentify this
as resource rigidity as described by Gilbert (2005). The second example is related to behavioral
inertia as described by Haag (2014), this comes from the success stories of particular products that
adopted a circular model within the business. By comparing these products to product owners
that have not adopted refurbishment, it gives the perception that those actors want to hold on to
what the organization has traditionally done. In fact, holding on to the linear model is better for
these products, since they do not fit with a refurbishment strategy and require a different method
of reuse. Moreover, the success indicators of these actors focus on linear goals which amplifies
the effect to hold on to the incumbent system without positive reinforcement to adapt circularity.
These examples demonstrate that organizations can easily can misinterpret the type of inertia that
is active in this transition. This is important because it shows that, in line with Gilbert (2005),
addressing a general type of inertia can reinforce the effect of system inertia. It is still unknown to
what extend those effects hold in this case, but it is clear that focusing on overcoming the wrong
type of inertia will not dissolve the active type of inertia.
Shararudin et al. (2017) demonstrate that most literature focuses on why consumers return
products and how to reduce the amount of returns, which is beneficial in a linear business model.
This research shows that reuse processes require more returns on the long run, which seems
contradictory to the focus on reducing returns. The main difference is the goal OEMs pursue and
OEMs that want to deal with returns by transforming to a circular business model will require
another strategy. Although this research did not focus on the decision which business model is
favorable, it was clear that the main motivation for the transition are the negative effects due
to price erosion, cannibalization effect, and brand reputation when other businesses handle the
OEM’s returns. This is in line with the paper of Souza (2012).
Research on how to value the economic attractiveness of returns is slim (Guide and Van Wassenhove (2001) and a framework on how to gain this value is missing (Tan & Kumar, 2003). The
investment assessment in this research contributes to this valuation gap and identified the related
parameters. Considering the whole return process, the results of this research are in line with the
paper of Ketzenberg and Zuidwijk (2009) demonstrating that cost to reuse returns high in the
value chain quickly exceed the salvage value. Meanwhile, this research also showed where OEMs
can invest and showed that investments can be worthwhile. This reduces the perception of sunk
costs and transition costs that contribute to a higher level of inertia (Polites & Karahanna, 2012).
One approach to reduce costs is increasing the reuse quantities to gain economy of scale, but
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refurbishing as many products as possible will not work to improve the economic attractiveness
of returns. Most costs in the return process relate to specific product groups. In example, testing equipment is an expensive fixed cost that benefits from economy of scale, but only works for
a specific MAG. By differentiating between products OEMs can focus on high margin products
whose design is already suitable for reuse and create customized improvements. This approach
will connect costs to the related MAG and makes the valuation more tangible. Another benefit is
that this enables silos to stay in control of their product and get a central role in the information
position. Extending the current information position of silos will fit in the current organizational
structure and an overarching entity should be the bridge between silos. This can improve the
availability of information in the return process. So far, manufacturers that try to adapt return
management in the supply chain encounter problems with obtaining the required information to
support decision making (Atasu et al., 2008).

7.3

Practical implications

The case study with practitioners and real time projects used in this research gives relevant and
practical insights for OEM and managers willing to work towards higher forms of reuse. This
research elaborated the transition from a linear business model to a circular business model and
showed where and why complications occur. Furthermore, this research showed how to overcome
these complications by differentiating between products based objective measures instead of unfounded practices as happening now. Additionally, this research found that part of the incentive
to hold on to the current trajectory is embedded in the current organizational structure. More
specifically, the analysis of the current refurbishment process showed that some products are less
suitable for refurbishment than others and making them part of the change causes inertia. This
type of inertia is named systems inertia. These insights give more guidance to the transition and
benefits in two ways, (1) manufacturers are able to identify which products to focus on and (2)
part of the inertial forces become detectable.
This research continued by identifying two main interrelated improvements required to adopt
a circular business model, namely: reverse logistics effectiveness and reuse process. Regaining returns in better shape is a costly venture and requires an efficient reuse process to cover these costs.
On the contrary, the reuse process is still in its infancy and lacks efficiency requiring products in
close to new condition. This paradox can be broken by improving the reuse possibilities of products
by taking refurbishment into account in the products design. To assess whether a design change is
worthwhile, this research provided the main variables and three equations. Moreover, the research
also went deeper in to the design strategy and showed that a modular design strategy fits best
with current problems and future endeavors.
The overview made by Govindan et al. (2015) displayed in table 2.2 showed that linear approaches to improve reverse logistics are unsuitable for practical implications. They urge researches
to focus on practical implications to provide new insights on this topic, which is what this research
did by using a case study and systems approach. Using system dynamics modeling showed that
the problems increased over time because the initial circular changes were in parallel to the linear
process. The moment the circular changes started to affect the linear processes, problems and
resistance surfaced slowing the change down. The general CLD in figure 7.1 shows that the OEM
will most likely favor exploitation activities in R1 and B1, while exploration activities to activate
R2 are required, endorsing the study of Helfat et al. (2007). Only investing in what is currently
known about returns, will make it harder to activate feedback loop R2. Moreover, as Govindan et
al. (2015) suggested, the focus of this research is on the sustainability in the adoption of reverse
logistics in a multi-product analysis. Finally, this research continued on the paper of Papachristos (2014) that formed a relation between the transition to circular business models and inertia,
but only considered this transition in context with external partners. The downside of external
partners, is that it outside of the influence of the OEM and an excuse to delay activities. In this
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research interviewees pointed towards law makers to create laws to force OEMs to reuse products,
the market to push the transition, or dependency of suppliers and retailers. Opposite to this, this
research deviated by only focusing on what OEMs can do themselves and the internal effects.

7.4

Research quality, limitations, and future research

The key strengths of this research are the adopted modeling method and the wide range of specialties of interviewed experts. Combined with the close interaction of the researches with multiple
actors and projects related to the transition provided evidence that is closely related to reality
(Mintzberg, 1979). This follows the research of Govindan et al. (2015) that demonstrated a gap
between academic knowledge and practices, while urging researchers to use nonlinear methods.
Papachristos (2014) used inertia to explain the challenges in the transition from a linear business
model to a circular business model in relation with external challenges. This research is complementary to this considering the role of inertia focusing on internal challenges.
Validating of constructs and reliability is established by using source and interviewee triangulation with responsible actors in the transition (Yin, 1994). As a result, the researcher got
a complete, multi-perspective, and representative view of the challenges in this transition. The
interviews are not recorded, but handwritten notes are made during the interview, formalized,
and shared with the interviewee for validation. To verify the chosen sample, first directly involved
actors are interviewed, other roles named during this initial interview round are later contacted
and interviewed in the second interview round. Eventually, one actor was not able to participate
and is replaced by another member of the same team. Using semi structured interviews helped by
getting a deep understanding of specific challenges of different departments, but the use of handwritten notes limits the repeatability of the study. Therefore, the results from the interviews are
later validated in an additional interview round with six interviewees, showing adequate internal
validity of the interview data.
The outcomes of the interviewees is used to form a model to find the main challenges, these
challenges are later further analyzed using quantitative data. The available data was limited because the transition to a circular economy started only 2 years ago, resulting in only one full year
of data. The data was used to elaborate challenges mentioned by interviewees and tested if it is
supported by the data. Using a single case study setup and the limited amount of quantitative
data makes it hard to create external validity. Therefore, the author created a generalized model
to be tested in future researches.
This research found a so undiscovered cause of inertia that can be easily identified as other
types of inertia. Combined with the knowledge that underlying mechanisms that increase other
types of inertia when addressing as shown by Gilbert (2005), indicates that more research is needed
on the interrelated effects of different types of inertia. This research discovered the possibilities increased knowledge about circularity can have on the transition. Future research should go deeper
into this aspect and if it can be improved by for example training. The focus of this research was
on consumer electronics in the EU and future research on the same problem different markets can
add to the understanding of the findings. Finally, after finalizing this research, the results are
discussed with teams working on reuse of health systems like MRI scanners. They indicated that
the results are also applicable to their focus. This opens the opportunity to conduct research on
the reuse in B2B markets and other electronic products.

7.5

Recommendations

• Management should decide on what the goal of the transition is. There is a strong belief
within the organisation that more returns should never be the objective, but this is contradictory
to the essence of a circular business model that the organisation pursues. Considering the
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negative effects when refurbishment is done externally, the fading of raw materials in the next
century, and profitability of circularity on the long term; this research recommend this OEM to
pursue the adoption of a circular business model using a refurbishment strategy. Products that
are currently not suitable for this ambition will need more time to prevent disruptive changes or
high amounts of sunk costs, but is possible when a new generation of the product is developed.
As a result, more returns will become necessary to comply with the requirements of a circular
business model.
• To achieve this ambitions goal, this research recommends actors in this transition to actively
look for differences between product groups and to create a reuse plan accordingly.
Refurbishment is the base when determining the reuse plan and only products that are
demonstrably unsuitable should be recycled. To assess products OEMs should take two steps:
(1) OEMs should analyse the current refurbishment process and select the product groups that
are most suitable for refurbishment; (2) OEMs should determine what reasons are that limit
refurbishment and use the equations provided in this research to determine if investments to
overcome these reasons are worthwhile per product group.
• OEMs should get a better overview of processes and product data. Currently is spread over
multiple teams and silos, without a structured approach. Collecting the data in a central point
that connects sales, return, scrap, and refurbishment data will be essential to make the
refurbishment and investment assessments.
• Responsible actors should prepare reuse plans for products that return. This includes an
analysis of the current returns and an assessment on required improvements for new generations
of the product. The sustainability department must take the lead in this transition to align
strategies between silos and stimulate actors to use objective methods for decisions or claims
relating to this transition. This will make inertial forces visible and show if it are the people or
the system that blocks the change.
• This research underlines that silos are part of the problem. In controversy to the belief that
the solution is to get rid of the silos, this research recommends to give silos a more central role.
Information and decision making currently lies within these silos. The OEM should, by the hand
of the sustainability department, provide silos with the information to create a reuse plan based
on the phase in which the product is in that is in line with organizational goals. This
information should come from multidisciplinary meetings, including the responsible silo,
sustainability department, design department, finance department, refurbishment team, cost
engineer, and test and verification engineer. The main differences with the current way of
working is that now the reuse, responsibility, and benefits of reuse are centralized. By moving
the responsibility and benefits to the silos enables reuse plans that address the needs of the
specific product in its current phase. Moreover, since circular KPIs can be assigned to silos since
they also gain the benefits.
• Investments in the reverse logistics process do not hold priority. To reduce costs, products are
unpacked and shipped in big containers without protection to minimizing space. Shipping
products in their own box increases the shipping costs significantly and without processes to
effectively regain that value results in more waste. Especially, since the boxes are not designed
for return shipment and products arrive damaged regardless. Therefore, OEMs should invest in
making packaging suitable for redesign, so OEMs can quickly switch strategy when the reuse
process is ready. In this redesign, the use of language should be minimized and suitable for
multiple markets.
• OEMs should prioritize the testing in the refurbishment process, to improve the refurbishment
effectiveness and indirectly the refurbishment sales price. To achieve this, OEMs should invest in
end of line testing equipment. To cover the cost of the testing equipment, OEMs can use
determine the value created in the refurbishment process with and without the testing
equipment. Testing equipment affects the value created by (1) ensuring quality and hygiene
which are the cause for the low sales price and (2) improving the refurbishment effectiveness due
to the possibility to also refurbish products that do not seem to be in sufficient condition for
refurbishment.
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Conclusion
What methods are used to make the transition from a linear business model to a circular
business model?
Multiple projects work on this transition, but without a holistic strategy. The main method is
the refurbishment process that regains value from returns, but is currently dependent on products
in mint condition and unable to refurbish products that are touched by consumers. Ultimately,
this process should refurbish all returns that hold value. To increase the value of returns, a packaging project focuses on retrieving products in the best shape possible. Finally, actors are trying
to set up subscription models for suitable products. Momentarily, these models focus on parts that
need replacement due to wear out, like heads of electric toothbrushes. Overall, these processes
indicate that this OEM is working towards circular business models. These projects are based on
current insights on return logistics, but current resistance slows down this transition.
Why did the adoption of refurbishment encounter more resistance within the organization over
time?
This research found that the transition consists of four phases, each having different requirements. In the beginning, when moving from the status quo on phase 1 to the first reuse activities
in phase 2, the reuse activities were in parallel with the linear processes. Later, when moving
toward phase 3, the reuse activities affect the linear processes and resistance rises. OEMs are
not aware of these differences and continue with the proven path of phase 2, while moving on to
phase 3 has different requirements. Therefore, OEMs should become aware of the different phases
and understand in which phase they are to determine the direction from that point. Adding to
the complexity, different products groups are in different phases over time and have their own
requirements. In this case, the opposition came from actors responsible for products that are not
suitable to move to the next phase. This opposition is associated with inertia.
What are the main factors that improve the refund rate of products that are refurbished?
The transition to a circular business model touches almost every facet of the business, so
identifying the main factors to improve the refund rate should show where the focus should be. In
this case study, the interrelation between reverse logistics effectiveness (RLE) and refurbishment
is vital for the refund rate. Improvements in RLE require an efficient reuse process, but the reuse
process is dependent on the RLE. To break this paradox, this OEM should invest in small redesigns
of products. This increases the reuse possibilities and makes investments in RLE worthwhile.
How can original equipment manufacturers of consumer electronics achieve successful incorporation of circular business models that recover the most value of returns?
This research shows that OEMs should acknowledge different phases and determine for every
product its current phase. Thereafter, using the objective assessment provided in this research
should determine the best strategy for different products. Hereby, it is import that OEMs acknowledge systems inertia that can emerge from organizational structures that hold actors in the
incumbent system. By addressing this inertia as a different type, might strengthen its effects. This
research believes that this will help OEMs to make the next step, but the required knowledge to
finish this transition might not exist yet. Therefore, OEMs should focus on exploratory activities
to reveal this knowledge. OEMs can accomplish this by pushing products that are naturally more
suitable for reuse and use the knowledge obtained for products that are still in previous phases.
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Appendix A

Types of inertia
The overview of general types is composed after a literature review on inertia that identified
multiple types of inertia directly mentioned in prior research as shown in table A.1. This review
is combined with the overview Kahila and Penttinen (2016) made based on types of inertia that
are indirectly mentioned in prior research as shown in table A.2.
Prior research reached consensus about the main understanding of inertia, but failed to define
inertia clearly or measure it (Polites & Karahanna, 2012). The main sources of inertia identified
in prior research are (1) inability to change resource investment patterns (Christensen & Bower,
1996; Henderson, 1993) and (2) inability to change the organizational processes using those resource investments (Leonard-Barton, 1992; Nelson & Winter, 1982). Gilbert (2005) classifies these
inabilities as respectively (1) resource rigidity and (2) routine rigidity. Later research distinguished
more between types representing different forms of inertia, rooted from different sources. In example, affective based inertia is defined as individuals who continue using a system since change
would be stressful, while the status quo is comfortable and has emotional attachment (Barnes et
al. 2004; Rumelt 1995). Besson and Rowe (2012) continued this research and identified five distinct dimensions of organizational inertia present in management and IS research: socio-cognitive,
socio-technical, economic, political, and psychological inertia based on threat perceptions. This
indicates that inertia is more complex than a single construct and suggests the existence of multiple
types of inertia. Haag (2014) supports this claim by using covariance-based structural equation
modeling and describes organizational inertia as a reflective first order construct. The existence
of multiple types of inertia helps organizations to identify and overcome them, but fails to reduce
inertial forces when implementing sustainable processes in manufacturers. A reason might be the
different underlying causal mechanisms found by Gilbert (2005) that affect one type of inertia
while tackling the other. Knowing that different types of inertia exist and have underlying causal
mechanisms highlights the importance of understanding which types exist and how to overcome
them.
The most known forms of inertia are routine and resource rigidity described by Gilbert (2005).
Analysing routine rigidity, it is defined as repeated patterns of response involving interdependent
activities that become reinforced through structural embeddedness and repeated use (Gilbert,
2005; Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Nelson & Winter, 1982). Part of the explanation for routine
rigidity is that organizational processes that are tightly aligned with one environment can be
difficult to change, because they are self-reinforcing and are not built to adapt to discontinuities
(Gilbert, 2005; Miller & Friesen, 1980; Siggelkow, 2001; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). By
analogy, resource rigidity is the movement along a line, while routine rigidity concerns with the
trajectory of the line. This is why a manager could invest aggressively in one form and still fail
to adapt due to underlying mechanisms, Sull (1999) calls this behavior active inertia. Another
form of behavioral inertia is mental inertia, defined as “tending to keep making similar decisions
despite the presence of new information” (Kim (2009) p. 528). This is closer to the status quo bias
and is rooted in people’s behavior to attach to the status quo as well. Mimetic inertia describes
unwillingness to change because organizations do not want to deviate from the industry standard
(Kahila & Penttinen, 2016). It is possible that the source of mimic inertia is the perceived risk
to differ from the standard and to rather stay on the current trajectory. Finally, Papachristos
(2014) discusses transition inertia in relation with adopting a circular business model, which
defines the nature of the OEM to pursue competitiveness in the market. This is caused by the
persistence in proven methods that bring short term success and improved sustainability, which
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is unfavorable when implementing sustainable processes in a sociotechnical system. Table A.1
provides an overview of different types of inertia mentioned in prior literature.
Table A.1: Inertia types directly mentioned in literature
Inertia type
Routine rigidity
Resource rigidity
Active inertia
Behavioral inertia
Mental Inertia
Mimetic inertia

Transition inertia

Definition
stems from an unwillingness to invest
stems from an inability to change the patterns and
logic that under lie those investments
invest aggressively and still fail to adapt underlying
routines
continuance of a behavior solely due to subconscious
habits
individuals tending to keep making similar decisions
despite the presence of new information
the incumbent system is being used because it is
the industry standard and the organization does not
want to deviate from this standard.
Competition in the supply chain focuses on short
term wins instead of investing in long term opportunities.

References
Gilbert, 2005
Gilbert, 2005
Sull, 1999
Gupta et al. (2007)
Kim, 2009
Kahila &
tinen, 2016

Pent-

Papachristos (2014)

Table A.2: Overview of indirect types made by Kahila & Penttinen (2016)
Inertia type

Definition: The incumbent system is being
used. . .

Cognitive inertia

. . . although the organization is aware that better alternatives exist.

Behavioral inertia

. . . out of habit that is what the organization has
always done.

Affective inertia
Socio-cognitive inertia
Economic inertia

Political inertia

. . . Because detaching from it is perceived as stressful
or unpleasant.
. . . because the norms and culture of the organization
inhibit change
. . . because the organization has insufficient resources
to search a better alternative. Also the current system might withhold too many sunk costs.
. . . because organization’s external stakeholders require so.

References
Polites and Karahanna 2012; Haag
2014
Polites and Karahanna 2012; Haag
2014;
Polites and Karahanna 2012;
Besson and Rowe
2012; Haag 2014
Gilbert
2005;
Besson and Rowe
2012; Haag 2014
DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Besson
and Rowe 2012;
Haag 2014

The types mentioned in table A.2 are directly taken from literature, but are not placed in
a holistic views inertia. Kahila & Penttinen (2016) unfolded types of inertia in their research,
extracted from a literature review that gives a better overview. The overview made by Kahila
& Penttinen (2016), shown in table A.2, is line with the consensus found that view inertia in an
organization as a whole and related to different behaviors. The differences between, for example
behavioral, affective, and socio-cognitive inertia are arguable, since the sources of these inertia
types can be considered as complementary while it is difficult to distinguish between for example,
habit and culture. Differentiating between related constructs forms the idea that there might be
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a second order construct, but this assumption did not hold (Haag, 2014). Alternatively, grouping
different types of inertia can visualize related causes of inertia, without defining different levels of
constructs.
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Main reuse options
B.1

Recycling

Recycling does not require direct changes to the product and it is currently the main sustainability
driver in this reuse project. Implementing new developments in material selection and assembly
techniques, makes recycling easy to adopt in the design phase. This is because these improvements
do not cause disruptions in the forward supply chain. They downside is that this process does
not salvage the value of especially early returns either. Actors favor recycling, because it makes
it possible to continue with the incumbent system, as it fits in the current process. Consequently,
favoring recycling is closely related to inertia when aiming to recoup the most value of returns. If
chosen, the recycling process can be further expanded with the use of more recyclable materials or
design changes so materials can be separated more easily. By default, all returns are sent to scrap
and the third party responsible for this process is responsible for recycling as well. This means
that manufacturers do not need additional processes to recycle products, preventing complexity.

B.2

Part recovery

Reusing different parts shows major possibilities and is a proven method in cars and MRI scanners,
but this is more complicated for consumer electronics. In refurbishment, the product is revised
completely and a single broken part can be the end for the whole product. In part recovery, this
evaluation happens on parts or modules level, resulting in potentially recovering all the value a
product has. On the contrary, the margins are very slim and parts design does not involve disassembly or testing, making the process ineffective and expensive. When considering testing, reused
parts are completely heterogeneous meaning that they have to be tested one by one. Moreover,
as parts get updates or are provided by different suppliers, small differences in quality and features can occur between product batches. Without a platform or skeleton BOM, these parts will
not be interchangeable. Therefore, another important part is trace-ability and documentation of
parts. In this case study, processes should ensure those aspects, but interviewees indicate that
documentation is not always complete. In essence, one can see part recovery as an extension to
refurbishment for consumer electronics, adding complexity and fading the line between refurbished
products and new products. There is no infrastructure, testing, skeleton BOM, modularity, nor
design for repair, which are all required to utilize part recovery. Therefore, in the scope of this
research, part recovery is not considered as a viable option without a refurbishment strategy.

B.3

Refurbishment

The refund rate of refurbishment depends on many variables like cost in logistics, warehouse
managing, engineering, and redesign. Before reaching maturity, refurbishment processes already
encounter some unsolved problems like hygiene and quality assurance. Even though refurbishment
is not taken into account when designing the products, extracting value is possible for high margin
products. Nevertheless, the obstacles to exploit refurbishment on a bigger scale are considered
too big and the strategy to overcome these obstacles is missing. These obstacles in combination
with the additional costs is the basis for actors to resist against refurbishment. Refurbishment is
already happening, but only on a small scale and for a specific set of products. This is due to the
early stage of the refurbishment project and, similar to part recovery, products are not designed to
be refurbished. The question here is what makes it so complicated to implement improvements for
this process. The refurbishment project benefits from a circular design, while a good functioning
refurbishment project is an argument to focus more on circular design.
64
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Interview quotes: CLD
Full quotes related to different phases of the CLD are displayed here.

C.1

Phase 1
“We create a lot in the linear process, which we have to plan well so there is less excess
stock and waste, reduce error rate, and optimize, than address the remaining waste.
Thus we should reduce the amount of returns as much as possible and the products that
remain reuse as high in the value chain as possible.” INT 11
“People are not really looking at reverse logistic, I see other companies who are further
than we are and that we still have the mindset to push sales. In the end people will only
look at cost and do not look at reverse logistics. Some companies are more advanced in
reverse logistics, but we have a mindset of pushing products to the markets and we do
not want to look at the return flow. We should really look at it as a company.” INT 3
“We must have a good way to handle the return flow at the back of our process, throwing
it away is not an option. We depend on the retailer, if it takes everything back than
we have a problem. Currently we get 6 to 10% back and we have to understand why it
comes back. The biggest part is that people no longer understand that if you buy it, it
is yours and you should not give it back unless it is broken. By just returning products
is going to explode, it is horrible that we’re going to let this happen.” INT 9
“Every year from the consumer product market, we have over 1 million product returns
per year and before 2018 we would just scrap those units.” Prjct 3
“Make an incentive to send the product back in the best condition, to help us refurbish
it. 2 years ago, no one was sorting between plastic etc, and now it is normal and
everybody does it. We should educate people. We are schizophrenic, we want to save
planet, but consuming without taking care to much. We should educate consumers
together with partners. We are able to recycle and refurbish, but sent the product back
in good shape.” INT 3
“Parts/components are always recycled and never reused. Focus is on recovering assets,
biggest loss is on scrapped products. This is because the value will leave the company
and will only provide a certificate of recycling. Biggest challenge is open box returns,
which are often the consumer returns. How to ensure quality and hygiene? Total
returns is 6 to 8% of sales, which we try to reduce to 2%. Focus on why is the product
sent back? If we understand why products are sent back, we can improve quality and
improve value for money.” INT 1
“This is not against this organization, but we cannot do it. We should bet on external
pressure to force us to spark internal pressure, consumers. I do not believe the company
would want to improve reparability and add 2 cents or more to. A cent is a cent and
people are too used to make a business case. There should be a directive saying, it is
not about money, you must do it and it is not a matter of choice. If there is no external
push, there will not be a change. It should not be a business case decision, and push
less on sell new product and more on reused products and subscriptions.” INT 3
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“This is top priority for top management, if we do not do it will cause more problems.
Is it a core business, no, you do not want products return. Therefore, it will never be the
strategy to have as many refurbishment sales as possible. We do not want commercial
returns, but they are here and we have to deal with them” INT 8
“Not many of our products are circular ready. We take it more and more into account,
but it also the history and pressure to minimize cost. What effects does it have on our
competitive advantage?” INT 13

C.2

Phase 2
“There is interested for refurbished products in the market, which can strengthen our
brand. I think marketing would like to see more refurbished products now. Pilots show
that refurbishment is something consumers understand, but many companies are not
doing it. So it is there, it is possible, and competition does not claim it. Therefore, from
a branding perspective, you can use it to set this brand as a sustainable organization.
To bind environmental aware consumers then refurbishment is the main candidate, but
there must be refurbished products to sell. Consumers should accept those products
when they are clean, despite it is used for some time. They get a 50% discount, so it
must be acceptable. A benefit now is that we sell through our own sales channel, so we
do not pay a margin to the retailer.” INT 8
“We recently started with selling the first refurbished products. Directly we got some
complains of hygiene, an airfryer that was clearly used and never cleaned. Another
example are hairs in razors, which is also a no go. Therefore, we set the price at
50% to lower expectations. This of course is not in line with our ambitions, but it is
the easiest approach while starting up. Later we should be able to reduce those quality
concerns and then can price at a smaller reduction or same price.” Mail 1
“A problem we have now is that the refurbished items are cheaper, reaching new consumers, but also consumer who would have bought new products. That last segment is
unwanted, you want to sell as many new products as possible. The refurbished products
are an extra, but give a lower margin. For marketing it is very complicated challenge,
it is not as if you can market it smartly in a nutshell.” Mail 1
“The pricing strategy is vital, which products and for what price, so we firstly do not
create price erosion and second cannibalize our own market. Doing it ourselves means
we have the control, otherwise someone else will do it for an even lower price. We
have not done extensive research, but if it is outside our control, we know the price
and quality will be lower. While negative experiences reflect on our brand. If they sell
the refurbished items at 30% of the original price, it also affects the original price.
Therefore, refurbishment is not only a margin, but a holistic problem” INT 8
“There are mainly two strategies, refurbishment done by external party, but we remain
the owner of the product and is responsible for quality and sales or refurbishment done
by external party, which is also responsible for all related processes including sales.”
Prjct 2
“OEM is smarter to stay owner of product/material, because raw material will become
scarcer. If you design post society, then you are dependent of the market to get your
raw material. If you design post business, you are in control yourself.” INT 5

C.3

Phase 3
“We are teaching ourselves, setting up workstations, defining rules and instructions
for the product.” INT 7
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“Refurbishment does not have role in design, because there is no incentive to do so.
We need to get the request from the business that is responsible for the product to do
so, but this will not happen. In the business they have certain goals (PPM/KPI) which
they have to reach. This is connected with bonuses, so the important part is to succeed
on the linear KPI’s.” INT 5
“It is clear that closed box refurbishment is a start, but the real challenge and main
benefits are in used product or open box returns. Willingness to refurbishment is high,
but there are many limitations. To allocate time and budget, approval from higher
management is needed. This is still missing and does not have the focus. To get this
support, proof of concept can help.” Prjct 2
“Shortly, we now communicate that 60% of the products in RTP are refurbished, 30%
is part recovery, and 10% is scrapped.” INT 7
“Parts/components are always recycled and never reused. Focus is on recovering assets
and reducing waste, the biggest loss is on scrapped products” INT 1
“Some products are not designed for repair. This means that it is not possible to repair
the product without breaking it. In those cases, we only check if accessories are complete
and if the main unit is working. Here we can use harvest parts from other products,
which are mostly complete accessory sets. Harvesting only happens within batches, the
engineer needs a batch of the same product type, preferable the same product. If the
right part, according to BOM, is not there, we scrap it.” INT 7
“RTP must return 100% of the products received from the DC back, even the scrap. In
the end, it does not matter what is in the box, because nobody will check.” INT 7
“At the DC is a pre sorting, really obvious stuff is not shipped to RTP. Unnecessary
shipping is costly, so these products are scrapped directly.” INT 7
“Start with the design. It will not work if you use a linear designed product in a circular
process.” INT 11
“There is no feedback loop from refurbishment to design, the company policy is repairability.” INT 7
“Circularity should be included as early as possible in innovations.” So, design? “Yes,
we can design products so that can be refurbished, but we are dependent on the request
from the business. Circular design come with higher cost, because products or parts
need to be made to last. So we need to use durable materials, which come with higher
cost. Besides, some products are waterproof. Those products are designed in a way so
they cannot be opened. This is to guarantee that consumer do not open the product,
but it wrongly back together, have water damage, and claim a warranty. Therefore, the
product is designed that one has to break it to open it. So, for this reason the product
is not even repairable.” INT 5
“We are truly working on the question for every team: What should have priority?
Repair, recycling, refurbishment are good options, but we cannot do everything at once.”
INT 8
“Such extreme design changes so that a product lasts longer, also come with huge
production costs. Therefore, there are also limits to design for refurbishment. Many
products come back because they are dirty. In addition, the question is whether people
will use the product for that long.” INT 8
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“Today’s products design is not suitable for refurbishment, not at all. We could improve
things in two area’s design to be repairable and refurbishable, use screws instead of
clips. Second, probably designed product, have to secure product, consumer should
repack good so the product does not get damaged while retrieving it. So first we should
be working on repairability and refurbishability, second improve the quality of returns.
In the company, we speak about circularities like this, but I do not see strong top down
push. While it has top management’s attention, close to the CEO we are speaking
about sustainability, but in the end the person who is to take the decision: should I put
a screw instead of glue or clips still looks at the additional cost. Our quality leader is
clear in the decision: we could do it, but it will cost us 8 cents per product more and
we cannot afford it.” INT 3
“We moved recently for coffee packaging from Styrofoam to carton. Great for the planet,
but the packaging is so complex to reuse that the moment consumers are sending back
the product, they do not use the carton inside and therefore the product arrives back at
OEM broken. This is a good example where someone took the right initiative to become
more sustainable, but in the end; the impact is reverse because we have to scrap the
product. Another example is the Airfryer. It has a really nice shiny design, but it needs
one scratch and you cannot remove it. The scrap rate is very high due to that.” INT 3
“We can only replace razor head, which is the main issue regarding hygiene on the
razors. Removable razor heads with easy return policy shows fraud, where people order
a new razor, switch the razor head with a used one and return it. This provides them
with new razor head free.” Prjct 2
“Design does not always make the most convenient decisions. Suitable for recycling
includes that material must be able to be separate as well as possible. Hereby it is
important that materials cannot be permanently linked together, so do not use glue.
On the other hand, you have a click finger and when you open it everything falls apart,
which is a concern for repair or refurbishment. That is a matter of good design, because
you can also make a click finger can open 3 times without breaking. So if you are aware
in your design, aware of what you are doing. Then both can be done simultaneously.
Then it doesn’t have to bother each other.” INT 8

C.4

Phase 4
“Subscription is a hard business model, so we have to build experience with new
products. The aim is to start testing this model with Lumea. I certainly belief in
the subscription model, especially from a circular perspective. However, we should not
underestimate how complex it is, because we are completely focused on the linear model.
Therefore, the resources are limited and we have to make the effort and investment.
We know that if you start leasing, you can get products back after 2-3 months. These
products must be refurbished, otherwise we have a negative business model. On the
other hand, we can earn more money by bringing a product multiple times to the market. This is what we are doing with Lumea, we aim on the refurbishment first, then
start leasing it and the model really becomes more profitable.” INT 8
“In America we are already looking into subscription models, not for products but for
components. Think about the brushes for electric toothbrushes, where consumer can
take a subscription where every couple weeks new brushes arrive. We see the subscription model as the future, especially focusing on refurbishment. A pilot at the ultra
sound team is showing a profitable asset recovery and all products are refurbished. The
difference is that this is a business to business market instead of business to consumer
market. It sould be possible to implement this in B2C as well and a pilot is about to
start for lumea (hair removal laser), which has a high upfront cost and short consumer
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life time. Consumers often only need it for a couple of months, making it interesting
for a subscription model to make the product available to more consumers.” INT 1
“Until now there was no use to map requirements and specifications, but it must be
possible. The biggest win is in the first phase. In design, we make structural decisions,
but we have to deal with the consequences later. It is better to think about it in the
beginning, because it will limit us later. Here, we should only focus on the relevant
parts, looking for an overlap.” INT 11
“It is very important that new business models are needed to become circular, like
product leasing or pay per use. That is also the case that the data we have is all based
on selling products.” INT 13
“Developing the product in a way so it can be reused and offered as a service is possible.
Pay per use for example. Then you are forced by market mechanism to constantly add
new developments to the products. I think it is not that much about circular economy,
but about circular thinking. We should ensure that the resources we use are the resources we are gaining from reuse. Humanity is not stopped by a material shortage, so
in 5 to 10 years we will adapt and do things differently. Besides, Personal Health does
not lend itself for this, the raw materials are only oil and steel. Real rare materials
are no longer there. Consumer goods remain consumables that are being replaced. In a
few years, the product will look different and people still want something new. Energy
neutral may become more important, solar panel on products or something. Differently
are early returns, these we must give a second live. Therefore, firstly we have to understand why they return. Secondly, if it is a quality issue than we have to solve that
as well in our production process. That’s nonsense, we have to get rid of these issues.
I do not think that these issue are the problem either, I think we are having become
too easy because of regulations. It cannot by that if you buy an electric toothbrush, you
send it back in an open box and we have to scrap it because of hygiene. We should be
able to clean it, but another brush on it, repack and sell, what we cannot do because it
is a semi medical device” INT 9
“ “There are people within this OEM who do not understand the value of circularity, if
people do not have sufficient knowledge will slow the chang. Knowledge can become the
bridge between linear and circular. Now linear KPIs and circular KPIs are completely
seperated, but there is an overlap.” INT 5
“Perceived sustainability can become the first step to show it works and people become
willingly to make the second step. Sustainability will come slowly in peoples mind. It
is a transition for which small steps are important to make big steps. People must
become aware that there are more ways to earn money and other choices are possible,
perceived sustainable can prove helpful.” INT 8
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Interview Quotes: Post analysis
Full quotes related to different challenges discussed in the post analysis are displayed here.

D.1

Strategy

“All B2C businesses have linear production, that makes us vulnerable because we only
have 100 years of raw material left. It took us a 100 years to optimize the linear flow, so
we better start now with circular and optimize it before the raw materials are finished.”
INT 12
“Need for change the complete architecture. As a business we want it, but as long
as there is no business case for it, refurbishment is unsufficient to move the needle.
Therefore, we are trying to get a business case, but from a total business point of view
it is only 2-3% of revenue. Are we going to redesign all products for this small change?
Really hard business case to make” Prjct 2
“Looking at the complete linear process that is completely thought out with checks and
a massive process. Meanwhile, the refurbishment process is still in its infancy” INT 10
“The biggest problem is that we don’t have a strategy to get there from now on. What
are the leverage points to change us to get to the desired state? We know we have
to do something and are also working on it, but we are running without a strategy.
We work on a lot of leverage points at the same time, but have we chosen the right
leverage points? That is the question. We have started and the problem is getting
worse. Momentarily, the push mainly comes from group sustainability, but everyone
must realize the process. The challenge is that this is a big company with lots of silos to
make a change quickly. The biggest limiting factor is knowledge of change management,
what is the focus and how are we going to do it? Subsequently, we do not have the
mandate to bear change, we are 1 vote, but we are not that big within the organization.
Finally, to make the change we have to go through so many stakeholders, silos, which
takes a long time and costs a lot of money because we are too big. Besides, there are
not enough hands to do it, since it is so much work to get it right. The reason for this
is that circularity is on top off the normal work and we have so much to do, so people
don’t have the time. It demands too much energy, people already have back to back
meetings. For many, there is the motivation. Good top down ambition and bottom up
ambition, but it stops often in middle management.” INT 5
“We can identify many levers, but we need concrete examples. It is multidisciplinary in
nature, quality, service, cost, reliability, function aspects, business models, and many
more. Most of our product portfolio is bought, we are not the supplier. We sell them
with our brand. The original supplier should become more involved.” INT 13
“We now have a framework, group sustainability will approach businesses and see which
requirements are important for that silo. I prefer to get rid of silos. I wonder how can
we set up a system that benefits various businesses, but most optimally for all of us. We
should not have separate structures for different products. We have to work together
horizontally, which is why getting rid of the silos is so important. We must work
together.” INT 8
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D.2

Market

“Who do you target for refurbished products? I think there is an improvement in
branding of refurbishment instead of focusing on bargain hunters. Besides, people who
are brand-oriented buy our products anyway. Reviews are very important, I think people
are not aware that refurbished is good for environment, so people have to learn what
refurbishment is. Therefore, reputation is important, the appearance should be good. If
people buy a refurbished product and see signs of use, they become even more skeptical.
This hurts the reputation of refurbishment and our brand.” INT 10
“We recently started with selling the first refurbished products. Directly we got some
complains of hygiene, an airfryer that was clearly used and never cleaned. Another
example are hairs in razors, which is also a no go. Therefore, we set the price at
50% to lower expectations. This of course is not in line with our ambitions, but it is
the easiest approach while starting up. Later we should be able to reduce those quality
concerns and then can price at a smaller reduction or same price.” Mail 1
“Pricing strategy is extremely important. Which product we do or do not refurbish
and for which price, so that you have no price erosion or cannibalization. However,
if we do not decide and do it ourselves, someone else will start doing. The advantage
of doing it yourself is that you are in control, otherwise someone else does it and the
price is even lower. So doing it yourself is better at price erosion.” INT 8
“Refurbishment stands with design, if you design a products so it cannot be opened
you cannot refurbish it. The goal of refurbishment is to make sure the products meets
specifications. Others talk about quality, but what is quality? You do not pay for quality,
you pay for specifications, specifications determine the price, so that is where the focus
should be. Having a lower price for a refurbished product with the same specifications
as a new products is not done. Then you cannibalize your own market, why would
someone pay the full price if you can have the same specifications at a lower price.”
INT 6
“For cannibalization, we did research on a number of users. Profile people that are
interested in refurbished products shows another consumer group. Not families but
singles, young, first job, not a lot of money. That research then gave the impression
that the two segments are far enough apart. But we did not look at it in much detail.
And here too it is true that those products are refurbished anyhow, if it is not by us
than by someone else and you suffer much more from it. Third parties do it without
our control, resulting in much lower price and lower quality without our control. The
negative consumer experience mainly focuses on our brand. Then they throw it on
the market for 30% of the new price and that also pulls down the new price itself.
Therefore, refurbishment is not only caught in a margin, but is a holistic problem.”
INT 8
“When we look at global average we see that pricing is about 15% discounted vs its
original SKU. We are currently doing a price test in UK but nothing I can share at this
point unfortunately. If you would ask for my personal opinion, I believe that because
we are relatively early in the stage of working with refurbished products the Consumer
Journey and proposition is not fully implemented yet. Hence the quickest/first win
is pricing, where actually you would want to offer the consumer a better experience
and/or do not only focus on discount seekers.” Mail 1
“There is interest in the refurbished products in the market and it can strengthen the
our brand. I think marketers would currently prefer to see more than less refurbishment at the moment. Pilots show that the reuse strategy people understand the best,
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is refurbishment. Many companies do not do it. Thus, it’s there, it’s possible, and
the competition is not claiming it. Therefore, from a branding perspective, how do
you present our organization as a sustainable company it is interesting. In order to
bind those customers to you, refurbishment is a top candidate, but then there must be
refurbished products. If it is clean it must be acceptable, even if it has been on for a
few hours. They get a 50% discount so you have to accept it. The advantage at the
moment is that it is currently going through our own sales channel and we do not have
to pay a margin to the retailer.” INT 8

D.3

Testing

“Design is ultimately responsible for what the product looks like, so who is ultimately
responsible for refurbishment? What checks are there before the product reaches the
consumer?” INT 10
“I do not know about quality and testing, but I am sure it should be possible. At the
moment we do not design parts to be tested, but that should be possible. ” INT 12
“Testings requires the original equipment to be effective. In the factory they have this.
Now we want to test again later, which is expensive, so we need large quantities.”
INT 13
.
“For most products we have end-of-line testers (at least) in production to maintain and
monitor quality, but these only take into account the full device.” Mail 3
“Disadvantage with semi medical device is that you always have to validate it and that
it must be checked very precisely, which is very complex. In the production process
you can do that, but if you have to do that for refurbishment you need very expensive
equipment to test if something like a light works exactly as supposed.” INT 8
“Per part type, a risk assessment must be created, and merge it into the existing FMEAs
to see how it worsens the current values. If they are still acceptable you have a shot at
refurbishing parts. It may happen that the part you want to recycle is either destroyed
or in a “brand new” state: like milk glass/tubes of breastpumps. A simple check and
cleaning can be enough. But for parts that are moving: motors, pumps can degrade over
time/get damaged during transport. You may try to estimate usage based on known
and traceable information (sales, transport information, shelf life, first activation if
available etc). This could be a base for a pre-selection of salvageable items. The users
must be assumed unreliable, therefore I’d not collect usage data from self-reporting.”
Mail 3
“It is a matter of cost, to assess the product, you have to open the box, test the product
in warehouse, but they are not built to do so. We do not invest in reverse logistics, a
warehouse a good at one thing, deliver pallets from factories to retailers. They are not
good at managing reverse logistics or managing returns. They cannot make a quick and
good assessment. We are not investing in reverse logistics. We still haven’t changed
our mindset. We are pushing product without including reverse logistics.” INT 3

D.4

Reverse Logistics effectiveness

“It is a matter of cost, to assess the product, you have to open the box, test the product
in warehouse, but they are not built to do so. We do not invest in reverse logistics, a
warehouse a good at one thing, deliver pallets from factories to retailers. They are not
good at managing reverse logistics or managing returns. They cannot make a quick and
good assessment. We are not investing in reverse logistics. We still haven’t changed
our mindset. We are pushing product without including reverse logistics.” INT 3
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“Focus must be on how to repack and less waste, because in many cases the product
is damaged and must be scrapped. Therefore, the outside packaging strong enough to
survive shipping and inside, design to easily return product.” Prjct 1

D.5

Circular Product Design

“There are mainly three routes; Flow 1 with sealed, originally packed products, but
visible damage on the box; Flow 2 where there is concern. Box is normally open, so
we check the product, do updates, repair, etc; Flow 3: Consumer has likely touched the
product, do a complete test, clean to bacteria level. It is assumed that the consumer
used the product. Roughly 80% at RTP is Flow 1, the other two flows need engineers
involvement.” INT 7
“There are many processes and costs, overhead, R&D, profit, factory price. That means
that if you raise 2 to 8 cents in materials, the effect on the cost price can be triple and
more than 20 cents. With the enormous sales quantities, the effects will be significant”
INT 13
“We will push the products that we think will make sense with circular ready requirements. We have not been involved in product design for a long time, because we knew if
the business model is not set up to get products back, we can design for refubishment but
we will not get them back. Lumea was therefore also a trigger, the first products come
back and people have struggles with refurbishment. Then it also becomes interesting for
the business.” INT 8
.
“Everything depends on the product we are talking about. For a baby bottle, a few uses
may render the silicone part useless/unsafe. But the cup part may be reusable. If we
talk about an IPL, if undamaged, the whole device can be refurbished. We are already
working on it, although I’m not directly involved.” Mail 3
.
“For refurbishment, I think there are two main decisions: Which products? and what
quality? Not all products will be fit for refurbishment, simply because the margins are
too small, hygiene, or design (waterproof ). So, first one needs to decide which products
should be refurbished. Thereafter you decide the quality. Do you accept a lower quality,
same quality, or better quality for refurbished products. At the moment we are learning
about refurbishment and we do not know we reach the same quality, but then you have
to ask a lower price. But the margins will be lower as well, which leaves you at the
same point. That’s why you should keep an eye on what quality you want to sell.”
INT 4
.
“Maybe it better to look at specific products that have more potential and calculate what
the effects are. Most types of a product have the same architecture and based on the
same concept.” INT 13
.
“Products do not necessary need big design changes to become more refurbishable, in
design have a methodology DFMA (Design for manufacturing and assembly). This
includes options to simplify assembly and combine parts. Instead of 3-4 different parts,
combine them in a single part. If we do a tear down, we think like this. How could
I apply a DFMA to improve this product? Can I use metal instead of plastic or the
otherway around? Important is to always keep an eye on quality, reliability, product
age, costs, tradeoffs between automation and manual assembly.” INT 13
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.
“Other products, like shaver or hand mixer are not designed for repair unable to repair
without breaking X to X product, so products are not designed for repair, only check
complete accessories and test if main unit works.” INT 7
.

D.6

Redesign strategies

“To change products you have to look from multiple perspectives, so you need people
with multiple backgrounds.” INT 13
.
“Until now there has been no point in mapping requirements and specifications for
redesign, but it should be possible. The biggest profit you get in the initial phase. If
you make structural choices in design, you are left with the consequences. You better
think about it at the beginning, because it limits us later. You just have to do it where
it’s relevant and look where there is overlap.” INT 11
.

D.7

Design for modularity

“Products do not necessary need big design changes to become more refurbishable, in
design have a methodology DFMA (Design for manufacturing and assembly). This
includes options to simplify assembly and combine parts. Instead of 3-4 different parts,
combine them in a single part. If we do a tear down, we think like this. How could
I apply a DFMA to improve this product? Can I use metal instead of plastic or the
otherway around? Important is to always keep an eye on quality, reliability, product
age, costs, tradeoffs between automation and manual assembly.” INT 13
.
“Components are either standard or engineering parts, if you want to make a success
of refurbishment standard parts will be a big help. These parts are interchangeable
between products and traceable to determine for example the age and specs.” INT 12
“I would make it as modular as possible. Design has many stages and gates to check
whether it meets all requirements, so that should not form a problem. On the other
hand, from now to bring this to the consumer takes more than 5 years easily.” INT 10
“Becoming circular is a complete new way of thinking, it requires a new mindset. To
adopt this, we can think in a modular direction and do a function analysis, where
you classify parts per function. How do we integrate this function in our products?
And then make it modular so we can change it later? To start addressing this, we
should find out: is there low hanging fruit? Can we analyze production and see if
there are some products that have more potential? Lets start with those. Identify if it
already has some modular features or are naturally more modular, this is the case for
bigger products like vacuums and air purifiers, airfryer, and coffee machines have clear
organs/parts that have clear functions bringing more possibilities. Therefore, we should
look at product characteristics if it is suitable for modular design. How can we change
parts so they become interchangeable and reusable. It is important to learn what are
the most common failures when using the product. Why are the complaints, faults, or
defects in our products at consumers. We can improve in a product, but if the product
ends up in the bin anyway, then why should we care?” INT 13
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“Simplify repairs can possibly reduce cost price. What parts fails first and make those
interchangeable. The goal is to use products as long as possible and when it is not
reusable anymore recycle it. Modularity happens, but for different reasons what can
prove helpful. Alternatively, platform strategy makes product development much harder.
Investment is often worth it, that is why you do it. The production process alone gets
much more complicated. Only modular for refurbishment strategy will not happen soon,
but rather for other reasons and will therefore make circularity easier.” INT 8
.
“Modularity makes sense for an old product, say of about five years old. Commercial
returns is about new products, so why would you upgrade them? The decision, which is
not made yet, is if you want to refurbish a product more than once. We do not have a
business case for this. My hypothesis is that it is possible to make money with second
hand products, but it is not necessary for us to do so. It is hard with our requirements
to do this after 5-6 years.” INT 8
.
“The product should last longer and be modular in such a way that it can be upgraded.
You always have wear or innovation, if you can upgrade those components and the
rest of the product lasts, it becomes more durable. Thus focus on the sustainability of
products themselves and on the other hand modular upgrades, so that you do not have
to upgrade the whole product but only a specific part.” INT 11
“If you are already compatible with another generation, you are already one step ahead
than you are now. When innovation comes, you have to go further and not limit
yourself.” INT 11
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Redesign strategies
E.1

Design for durability

The biggest differentiation between a selling BM and a subscription BM is product lifetime. In case
of a subscription BM organizations can make money as long as the product provides the benefit
the consumer is willing to pay for. This is contrary to the current situation where to increase
sales firms focus on reducing the lifetime of products. Extending a product’s lifetime will incur
higher costs, taking more time to monetize the benefits. In the selling BM, the extra costs made
to extend the products life time is not beneficial when consumers pay the same price as without
the investment and the product is sold but not returned. In this case, the amount of returns is
too low to make this investment profitable. To prevent negative backslash, organizations can raise
the price to compensate for the extra costs or accept a lower margin, which are not favorable in
a selling BM.
“Therefore, in a subscription business model, products provide value as long as they
provide the benefit for which the consumers pays. The longer a product last, the longer
it creates value for the manufacturer. Designing for durability allow embedded components and materials to retain their value over time. Leveraging more value from
the used materials. A durable design also includes resistance to damage and wear, but
eventually lead to break downs. Easy maintenance and reparability extend the product
lifetime further. Assume there will be change, so we need to design products in a way
they can stay in the market.” Prjct 3
.
“I do belief in repurpose and recycling, but not in a circularity in the form of giving
everything a second life. Then there will be a next product generation and the leap to
the future is enormous, we cannot catch up with that. It is okay to have a product of 3
years old, but not of 10 years old. Therefore, that is why I do not belief in returns and
repurpose. Therefore, we have to look at alternatives, like modular design. Whereby
you identify the parts that will develop and design those in modules to give products a
second life. But if we want to do this, we should have started 20 years ago, now it is
too late.” INT 9
.

E.2

Standardization and compatibility

Products are designed to have a unique set of features to distinguish them from competitor’s
products. In refurbishment, standardization and compatibility are beneficial for maintenance,
repair, and remanufacturing of products. The downside is that it limits design options and slows
down the implementation of new innovations. Where differences in features often came from
hardware, most are now software related. As parts become commodities, there is no significant
price differences differentiating specifications. With discounts on large volumes, it is cheaper to
put the same part in all products and change the specifications with software. This will open
possibilities for standardization and make parts upgrade-able.
“The difference between parts is becoming more and more software. The RPM or
amount of settings is often the difference between parts, which we can also adjust in
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the software. So I think we should use the same part for different product segments
and make the differentiation in the software.” INT 12
.
“Software is constantly in development, so that is why there is version two, three, and
four. To use new software in older products it is important if the software is compatible
with the hardware, you cannot just put the newest software in. So if you want all apps
to be compatible with all hardware, it will limiting in an innovative company. We only
work forward and do not think about the previous 10 designs. The effort is becoming
bigger than the value you gain.” INT 10
.

E.3

Design for upgradability and adaptability

Most consumers buy products and keep them for many years. However, with time, more energy
efficient models come out and old models become inefficient in comparison but yet contain valuable
and often durable materials. Adapting designs so that product consumers can upgrade their
product easily will extend product’s lifetime and increase its possibilities for reuse. This is not
beneficial in most selling business models, but is in a subscription business model. Redesign for
modular components with a focus on easy disassembly will enable upgradability and adaptability.
Reducing the cost of repair and refurbishment can be achieved by taking the disassembly and
reassembly process into account during the product designs. This allows to salvage more value of
the product or to update it to current standards.
“In the future, it is important to bring older products up to date, so they still provide
value for consumers.” INT 1
.
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